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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRlCf OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

NO. 91-5409
JOSEPH C. STEFFAN,
P laintiff-Appellant
v.

LESASPIN,
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, ET AL.,
Defendants-Appellees

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

BRIEF FOR AMICI CURiAE
NA VAL AVIA nON FOUNDATION, INC.
&
THE INSTITUTE FOR MEDIA EDUCATION

STA TEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED
1. Whether homosexuality, or those defining themselves as homosexual, are
compatible with American Naval Character or service?
2 .. Whether homosexual orientatio~ can be separated from homosexual behavior?
3. Whether a federal court can substitute its judgment about the first principles of
American miliary service involving Naval moral standards where overwhelming numbers

of senior military leaders (90-98%) have affirmed the critical significance and military

necessity of retaining that standard?
4. Whether Mr. Steffan's dismissal from the Naval Academy can even be
challenged in view of Steffan's admission of serious misconduct, violations of the

V.C.M.J., and deceptions revealed by him in My Country. My Right to Serve?

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The American Naval Character is rooted in virtue. Its unyielding moral standard
and characteristics are the mark and animating spirit of Naval leadership, which standard
must be maintained for the Naval Academy to accomplish its vital mission: producing
future naval combat commanders imbued with the same character and spirit.
This case is only indirectly about Joseph Steffan. It is primarily about whether the
Naval Academy, and by extension the American military, will be permitted to maintain its
high founding standards, including morality, which have stamped the unique character of

the American Naval Services upon generations of Naval leaders. In the formative years at
the Academy, the midshipman's orientation is directed toward receiving instruction and
developing leadership and character marked with virtue, honor, courage, patriotism, selfsacrifice, discipline, honesty, authority, subordination, faithfulness, temperance, chastity,
fidelity, and duty, the traits ofthe American Naval Character first epitomized in the flesh
by John Paul Jones. The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly observed that "the military

is, by necessity, a specialized society apart from civilian society." Parker v. Lew, 471

V.S. 733, 743 (1974). Therefore, the midshipman's military life, as well as his social and
family life, is always expected to fully reflect those character traits.
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Immoral and dissolute practices, any vice or breach of virtue or fidelity necessarily
must be stopped immediately and corrected or it will undennine the high standards of the
Academy and subvert and alter American Naval Character. Active duty and retired flag
and general officers overwhelmingly reject any lifting or altering of homosexual exclusion
laws or policy and federal courts should continue to defer to their considered military
judgments.
In an analysis ofJoseph Steffan's own personal statements, particular:ly those given
to Mary Ann Humphrey and published in Humphrey's book, My Country. My Righi to

Serve, Dr. Judith Reisman demonstrates Steffan's consistent failure to adhere to Navy
regulations and t9 exhibit the traits of the American Naval Character. (See Appendix).
Steffan admits to homosexual acts while at the Naval Academy to Humphrey, but
deceives. misleads and lies to his superior officers when his homosexuality is originally
investigated, and expects others at the Academy to be more loyal to him than to the
institution. Dr. Judith Reisman's groundbreaking study on homosexual orientation and
character is also contained herein as a Report in the Appendix. Dr. Reisman's content
analysis of 21 years of The Advocate reflects the irreconcilable nature of the homosexual
character with American Naval character.
Joseph Steffan has chosen to declare and define himself as a homosexual, and
hence to forcibly seek to challenge and

th~reby

alter the Academy's long standing first

principles. History and science testify that homosexual orientation and character
significantly conilicts and differs dramatically from the virtue, moral standard and
disciplined life expected of a midshipman dedicated to upholding the first principles of the

3

American Naval Service. Only through the deceptive abuse and manipulation of words

and images mired in an alchemy of semiotics and science can the American Naval
Character and homosexual character be given the illusion of reconciliation. The data finds
that homosexual orientation is inseparable from homosexual practices and character, and is
incompatible with military service and American Naval Character.
Strict and faithful adherence to such an absolute moral standard and virtuous
character is difficult, but that has been the charge to those who are selected to defend the
first principles of America and its way of life. Through the spectacle of human weakness
and failure it is convenient to belittle and degrade these long-standing but fragile and
intangible principles. Progressive modems in every generation have declared war upon
absolute and ruling life principles, claiming them to be antiquated, even discriminatory,
and urged their removal; first with a little compromise here and then there, then with
outright abandonment.
Comes the Naval Aviation Foundation onto the field against this domestic enemy,
carrying the eternal standard first borne in the American Navy by John Paul Jones for all to
see. A standard proven sure, where blood is spilled in every clime; on land, on sea, and in
the air where the mettle ofa man's real character is sorely tested true, and victory won or
lost. America and the cause oflibeny can ill afford to see this standard fall.

4

INTRODUCTION

This brief applies the disciplines of history and science to contrast American
military character, as developed over 200 years since the War for Independence, with

homosexual character and orientation. The perspective ofthis brief is not legally narrow
but places Steffan into its broader intellectual, scientific, social and historical context.
While the military and American Naval character are well conceived and amply
recorded, and while anecdotal, literary, historic and artistic, data on homosexuality abound
there has been little, if any way to capture and measure homosexual character and
orientation. This brief presents, for the first time, scientifically reliable data which
authoritatively speaks to stable and distinctive qualities of homosexual character and
orientation.

5

ARGUMENT
I. Homosexuality Has Been Incompatible, Unacceptable and a
Disqualification from American Military Service Since Before
the Founding of the American Navy in 1775.
Overview, Origin and History of Disqualification of
Homosexuals from the Naval Services

"It ought to give any young man entering the Naval Service a certain
thrill of elation that he became the heir of a long and glorious tradition,
and that, studying the Articles controlling that Service, he isjamiliarizing
himself with regulations, some ojwhich, couched in almost exactly the
same words, were obeyed by John Paul Jones and were read to the ship's
company of the 'Bon Homme Richard. ,,,I
ChlJl'les Richard Williams

In 1775, John Adams chaired the Marine Committee, which created the American
Navy, fitting out five American vessels, the first being the Alfred in honor of the founder
of the British fleet. Congress named as First Lieutenant one John Paul Jones, who helped
fit out the Alfred. Adams, who became the second President of the United States,
personally compiled the original regulations for the government ofthe new American
Naval forces. The regulations, entitled "The Rules for the Regulation of the Navy of the
United Colonies," contained as its first article what has been termed as expressing ''the
keynote of the animating spirit oftbe naval service." On November 28, 1775, the
Continental Congress adopted John Adams' compilation. 2
Virtue, the "keynote" within the first article, entitled "Commander's Duties of
Supervision and Correction, n consisted of John Adams' simple mandate that:

I Lieutenant Commander Leland F. Lovette. USN, Naval Cusloms: Traditions and Usage
(Annapolis: United States Naval Institute, 1939).
2 See, U.S. Navy, Naval Justice 18 - 19 (1945). See also, Lovette, supra, p. 60-61; Catherine
Drinker Bowen. John Adams and Ihe American Revolution (Boston, Mass.achusetts: Little, Brown
& Company. 1951), p. 547-549.
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The commanders of all ships and vessels belonging to the thirteen United
Colonies are strictly required to shew in themselves a good example of
bonor and virtue to their officers and men, and to be very vigilant in
inspecting the behaviour of all such men, and to discountenance and
suppress all dissolute,3 immoral,4 and disorderly practices, and also
such as are contrary to the rules of discipline and obedience, and to correct
those who are guilty of the same, according to the usage of the sea.
John Adams' original mandate remains fully intact, reenacted by Congress in 1956
as 10 U.S.C. § 5947, ''Requirement of Exemplary Conduct," which still charges American

naval officers that:
All commanding officers and others in authority in the naval service are
required to show in themselves a good example of virtue, honor,
patriotism, and subordination; to be vigilant in inspecting the conduct of all
persons who are placed under their command; to guard against and
suppress all dissolute and immoral practices, and to correct, according to the laws and regulations of the Navy. all persons who are guilty of them;
and to take all necessary and proper measures, under the laws, regulations,
and customs of the naval service, to promote and safeguard the morale, the
physical well-being, and the general welfare of the officers and enlisted
under their command or charge.
Importantly, 10 U.S.C. § 5947, renacted only 38 years ago, is much broader in
scope than its 219-year-old predecessor. Most notably, the statute now includes "others

in authority in the naval service" and confirms the duty to:
"guard against ... alI dissolute and immoral practices ... and to take all
necessary and proper measures ... to promote and safeguard the morale,
the physical well-being, and the general welfare ... [of those] under their
command or charge."
Dissolute: Loose in behavior and morals; given to vice and dissipation; wanton; lewd;
luxurious; debauched; not under the restraints~of law; as a dissolute man; dissolute company. (2)
Vicious; wanton; devoted to pleasure and dissipation; as a dissolute life. See, Noah Webster's
First Edition ofan Amen'con Dictionary of the English lAnguage (San Francisco: The
Foundation for American Christian Education. 1967) .
.04 Immoral: Inconsistent with moral rectitude; contrary to the moral or divine law; wicked; unjust;
dishonest; vicious. Every action is immoral which contravenes any divine precept, or which is
«lntrary to the duties which men owe each other. Wicked or unjust in practice; vicious; dishonest;
as an immoral man. Every man who violates a divine law or a social duty. is immoral, but we
particularly apply the tenn to a person who habitually violates the law. Noah Webster's First
Edition ofan American Dictionary of the EngJish lAnguage, supra.
J
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This statute stands as the foundation of American Naval Service mandating

VIRTUE and imposing a duty upon those in authority in the Naval service to legally
oppose any action to condone or permit dissolute and immoral practices, including any
manifestation of immorality including homosexuality. Secondly, forbidding entry of
homosexuals, including those persons self-identified as homosexual, will accomplish the
lawful purpose by necessary means, and prompt dismissal is a "necessary and proper
measure" to safeguard the morale, physical well-being, and general welfare of the officers
and enlisted Naval personnel.

10 V.S.c. § 5947 is not optional; it burdens those in authority with a positive duty
to take action. To not regard the homosexual lifestyle as a "dissolute and immoral"
practice would essentially eviscerate 10 U.S.C. § 5947 from its plain meaning. Even more
conspicuous is the fact that Congress has detennined homosexuality to be "dissolute and
immoral," enacting the so-called "Sodomy Statute," 10 V.S.c. § 925 (Article 125 UCMJ).
Among other things, this statute subjects those of the same sex who engage or attempt to
engage in oral and anal copulation to punitive action by court martial. This reason is
obvious: Congress labeled such acts as "unnatural" and proscribed them in particular,
because the essence of such acts are dissolute and immoral Additionally, discharging a
person oriented toward or desiring and/or performing oral and anal copUlation with same
sex partners is a most effective way to cum homosexual activity because these acts are the
most common manifestations and preferred sexual techniques among homosexuals. s

s ~ Alan P. Bell & Martin S. Weinberg. Homose:.rualiJies 106, 330 (fable 9) (1978); Dr.
Charles Silverstein and Felice Picano, The New Joy of Gay Ser (New York: Ha'l'erCollins
Publishers, 1992).
8

Pursuant to its powers under Article I, Section 8, clause 14 of the U.S.
Constitution, Congress enacted both 10 U.S.c. § 925 and § 5947. The Supreme Court

has consistently held that trus power is plenary. See, Chappel v. Wallace, 462 U.S. 296,
300-301 (1983). Although the President. by virtue of his authority as Commander in
Chief, has the inherent power to also regulate the Naval service, such exercises of power
cannot be contrary to the express will of Congress. Additionally. when the President, or
other members of the executive branch (i. e., Secretary of Defense, the service secretaries,
etc.) are acting pursuant to powers delegated to them by Congress, such actions must not
be contrary to expressed congressional intent. See, U.S. v. Symonds, 120 U.S. 46, 49-50
(I 886). This is because, by virtue of the Constitution, Congress' plenary power to
regulate the Naval service trumps all contrary executive action. Finally, even if the
President had or were to issue an Executive Order to admit homosexuals into the naval
service, this would be unlawful because the action would be contrary to the express intent

of Congress as set forth in 10 U.S.C. § 925 and § 5947. For additional insightful
instruction of this point., see Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579,634-

638 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring).
By virtue of their commission, officers of the Naval forces are legally bound to
execute the law as directed within Title 10. Naval officers must not execute orders which
are "contrary to the Constitution, [or] the laws of the United States." See, UCMJ,
~

Articles 92(1)(c) & 90c(2)(a)(ii); 10 U.S.c. § 892.
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D. The First Principle of American Naval Service is Virtue, Imposing
Absolute Moral Obligations, Including Abstaining from Vice and Conformity of
Military Life and Conversation to the Moral Law Based upon the
Old and New Testaments.

American Naval and Military Character
It was President John Adams, who has been caned the "father of the American
Navy," who linked together the value system of the Declaration ofIndependence with that
of the Constitution. In an address to the military on October 11, 1798, President Adams
was able to state with finn conviction that:

We have no government armed with power capable oj contending with human
passions unbridled by morality and religion. A varice. ambition, revenge or
gallantry, would break the strongest cords of our Constitution as a whale goes
through a net. "Our Constitution was made only jor a moral and religious
people. It is wholly jnadequate to the government oj any other. ,,6
President John Adams
October 11, 1798
The definitions from the original Naval Regulations of "dissolute" and "immoral"
are from Noah Webster's 1828 First American Dictionary, wruch also clarified the
intended meaning of VIRTUE as follows:

VIRTUE The radical sense is strength, from straining, stretching,
extending ... 1. Strength; that substance or quality of physical bodies, by
which they act and produce effects on other bodies. . . 2. Bravery; valor.
This was the predominant signification of virlus among the Romans. . . 3.
Moral goodness; the practice of,moral duties and the abstaining from
vice, or a conformity of life and conversation to the moral law . In this
sense, virtue may be, and in many instances must be, distinguished from
religion. The practice of moral duties merely from motives of
convenience, or from compulsion.. or from regard to reputation.. is virtue,
as distinct from religion. The practice ofmoTal duties from sincere love to
6

John Ad3ms. The Works ofJohn Adams. Second President of Jhe United SJaJes. Charles

Francis Adams, Ed., (Boston: Little, Brown, 1854), Vol. IX, p. 229, October 11,
Barton, The MyJh ofSeparation (AJedo, TX: WailBuilder Press, J990), p. 123.
10

1798~

David

God and his laws, is virtue and religion. .. 4. A particular moral
excellence; as the virtue of temperance, of chastity. or charity .. . 5.
Acting power; something efficacious. . . 6. Secret agency; efficacy
without visible or material action ... 7. Excellence; or that which
constitutes value and merit ... 10. Legal efficacy or power; authority. A
man administers the laws by virtue of a comrnission. 7
There was great reason for George Washington and John Adams to declare, and
for the 'Continental Congress to enact, "virtue" as the animating spirit of the American
Anny and Navy because they knew it was critical to successful and victorious military
command. The Hebrews termed vinue the "mana aspect" of the spirit because it gave a
person the ability to transform difficult circumstances and events without apparent means.
When fighting and winning outnumbered, as during the American War of Independence,
virtue and moral leadership by example were essential. B

To order the Academy to admit Mr. Steffan or any homosexual will break
the foundation standard of American Naval Service, undermine moral principle and
forever alter the standard for American Naval Character. It is simply not possible to

ignore the crucial and historic role of virtue and morality in shaping American military
character. Moral principle cannot be compromised. Moral principle is fixed, unyielding
and not relative as to time or circumstance. Many who defend moral principles without
yielding are today called "extremist, "hard-tiners." "bigots, and "homophobic," but
to

to

principle exists externally. When principles fall into relativism and subjectivism, making
each man a law unto himself: the ultimate result is immorality and sexual anarchy.9 As

7

Noah Webster's Fi,.st Edition of an American Dictionary of the English Language, supra.

Colonel Ronald D. Ray. Mi/iJary Necessity & Homoseruality (Louisville, ICY: First Principles
Press, 1993).
I

Suzanne Fields, "Moral Deregulation." The Washington Times, 27 May 1993 . Sen. Daniel
Moynihan of New York, a Democrat, describes a contemporary phenomenon called "defining

9

11

much as the media and some leaders may want to believe otherwise, Christian moral
principles formed the foundation of our nation. The U.S. Supreme Court so held as a
matter of fact.. law, and history in 1892. 10 John Adams made the point abundantly clear
that America and her new Naval Service were established on a Christian moral standard.
The general principles, on which the fathers achieved
Independence, were the only Principles in which that beautiful Assembly of
young Gentlemen [representing the numerous religjous denominations of
the country at the time of the Revolution] could Unite .. . And what were
these general Principles'? I arlswer, the general Principles of Christianity,
in which all these Sects were United: And the general Principles of
English and American Liberty, in which all those young Men United, and
which had United all Parties in America, in Majorities sufficient to assert
and maintain her Independence.
Now I will avow, that I then believed, and now believe, that those
general Principles of Christianity, are as eternal and immutable, as the
Existence and Attributes of God; and that those Principles of Liberty, are
as unalterable as human Nature and our terrestrial, mundane System. I I
President John Adams

Over two hundred years ago, virtue was established by the Continental Congress

as the "animating spirit" of the American armed forces. "Virtue" and its moral
characteristics became the very heart of American military character, and made the

deviancy down."· He refers to our capacity for "moral deregulation" - redefining deviant behavior
so that it appears to be normal. He specifically refers to the high level of violent crime, the
exploding numbers of unwed mothers and single parent families that we all know weaken socia)
standards: WWe are getting used to a lot of behavior that is not good for us."
10 See, Church o/the Holy Trinityv. United Slates, 143 U.S. 457,466 (1892), in which Justice
Brewer, delivering an opinion for a unanimous Supreme Coun, stated unequivoca.l1y:
"It is also said. and truly, that the Christian religion is a part of the common law
. .. These, and many other matters which might be noticed, add a volwne of
unofficial declarations to the mass of organic utterances that this is a Cbristian
Dation,"
II Letter of John Adams to Thomas Jefferson, June 28, 1813; ~ The Adams-.lefferson Letters,
2Dd Vol., Lester Cappon, ed., (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina, 1959), pp. 339·370.
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American military unique. Those general characteristics included absolute moral
principles from primitive Christianity.
Most Americans still abide by the nonnative Old and New Testament principles
upon which the United States was founded. 12 Examples of these principles are clearly
represented in the spiritual law of the Ten Commandments and related judgments, statutes
and precepts, and the natural law teachings of the political and philosophical founders of

Western democratic thought such as William Blackstone, John Locke and the authors of
the Federalist Papers. These sources, which are inextricably woven into the fabric of our
American Republic, point to an objective law order outside of man which obligates him to
respect authority, behave morally, and to accept responsibility and obligation without
complaint. This natural law declares that such acts as murder, adultery, theft, lying,
rebellion against authority, sodomy. etc. are objectively wrong and are not subject to
compromise because of semantics, "political clout," individual preference, intimidation or
judicial decision.
George Washington, when serving as the nation's first Commander-in-Chief,
approved the court-martial sentence and prompt separation of a young officer for lying
and attempted sodomy.13 In sharp contrast, President Clinton has ignored the moral issue

12

Barton, supra.

The following historical aecount gives a clear indication of GeneraJ Washington's strong
disapproval of lying and homosexuality in the American military:
"At a General Court Martial whereof Colo. Tupper was President (lOtb
March 1778) Lieutt. Enslin of Colo. Malcom's Regiment [was] tried for
attempting to commit sodomy, with John Monhort a soldier; Secondly, For PeJjury
in swearing to false Accounts, [he wasJ found guilty of the charges exhibited
against him. being breaches of 5th Article 18th. Section of the Articles of War and
[we] do sentence him to be dismiss'd [from] the service in Infamy_ His
13

Excellency the Commander in Chief approves the sentence and with
Abhorrence and Detestation of such Infamous Crimes orden Lieutt. Enslin to

13

and failed to enforce the very same laws. In so doing, President Clinton thus began to
surrender the animating spirit, principle and character of America.n military service
contrary to American history, existing laws and the Constitution. The compromise policy
'Don't ask, don't tell, maybe pursue' is built upon deception and is also illegal. 14 Such

radical rejection of American law and tradition will require coercion or worse to force or
intimidate military members to accept open homosexuality.

"LeI us notjorgel thaI violence does not and cannot exist by itself; it is

invariably intertwined with the lie. They are linked in the most intimate,
most organic and projoundfashion: violence cannot conceal itself behind
anything except lies, and lies have nothing to maintain them save violence.
A~ne who has once proclaimed violence as his method must inexorably
choose the lie as his principle. '1\5
Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Those lies and deceptions are no more apparent then in this case ofJoe Steffan's claim for
readmission to the Naval Academy. Witness the panel ruling which rested upon a
falsehood that Mr. Steffan's performance as a midshipman was "untam..ished by even a
scintilla of misconduct."

be dnlmmed out or Camp tomorrow morning by all the Drummers and Fifers
in the Army never to return; The Drummers and Fifers [are] to attend on the
Grand Parade at Guard mounting for that Purpose." [Emphasis added].
See, George Washington, The Writings o/George Washington, John C. Fitzpatrick, ed.
(WashingtoD: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1934), Vol. n, pp. 83-84, from General Orders at
Valley Forge on March )4, )771.
14 Legal opinion rendered by Dr. Charles Rice, Constitutional Law Professor at Notre Dame Law
Schoo~ June 14, 1993.
15 Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Critical Essays and Documentary Matenals, edited by John B.
Dunlop, IUcbard Haugh, and Alexis Klimoff. Norland, (Blemont, Massachusetts, 1973), p. 497.
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Homosexual Character, Orientation and Behavior are Totally
Irreconcilable and Incompatible with American Naval Service.

Steffan's case, according to the court panel, turned on the crucial fact that he never
engaged in homosexual sex while in the Academy. Steffan apparently refused to answer
questions about his sodomy and homosexual behaviors in discovery. However, according
to news accounts and a book which published an interview given by Mr. Steffan, Steffan
publicly acknowledged his own deception and violation offelony statutes contrary to the
spirit and first principles of American Naval Service, not to mention the Academy honor
code. Steffan admitted deception, lying and committing homosexual acts while he

was a midshipman:

I did have a few experiences, but they were few and far between and very,
secretive, conservative ... in my case, the situations I did encounter tended
to be with other midshipmen in !lon-Academy surroundings.

My Country, My RighI 10 Serve l6

16 Mary Ann Humphrey, My Country, My Right to Serve: Experiences o/Gay Men and Women
in the Military. World War 1110 lhe Present (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1990).
Hwnphrey's gay favorable book, with a Foreword by Rep. Gerry Studds, often cited during the
public debates of 1993, contains numerous references to homosexual misbehavior in the military
including sodomy, vice, crime, lies, violence and immoral behaviors by those interviewed, which
are contained in an Appendix hereto. See also, Francis, Samuel, "Gays in Uniform? Don't Ask,"
Washing/on Times, 3 December 1993, p. A-23.
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IV. Active Duty and Retired Military Leaders Overwhelmingly
Reject Lifting of the Homosexual Exclusion Laws and Policy and Federal
Courts Should Defer to their Considered Military Judgments.

Active Duty and Retired Flag and General Officers overwhelmingly reject lifting
the homosexual ban. The military leadership with extraordinary experience has given its
considered military judgment. Military Necessityl' requires deference to sound military
judgment.
Two surveys were taken of the entire community of active duty and retired flag
and general officers on the subject of removing the disqualification from homosexual

service in the armed forces. A confidential survey of all 1,040 serving Generals and

Admirals was taken between June 7, and 21, 1993 by the Military Personnel Task Force of
the House Republican Research Committee with the statistical analysis prepared by the
American Security Council. Of the 621 respondents, 96.9% supponed retaining the ban
on homosexuals in the military. II The Survey of all retired Flag and General officers with
50% 2,800 responding 90% opposed lifting the ban. 19 These surveys represent more than
100,000 years of American commissioned officer service. Their sound

milit~ judgment

and answer was a resounding no.
In accordance with military necessity, the U.S. courts have consistently deferred to

the judgment of the military leadership in cases regarding the military policies and rights of
~

Colonel Ronald D. Ray, USMCR Gays: In or Oul? (McLean, VA: Brasseys (US), 1993). The
Oxford Eng/ish DictiofUJry defines necessity as "the constl4ining power of something ... with
defining terms as absolute, conditional, logical, moral, natural, philosophical and physical." In
relation.., "military necessity" is defined as the doctrine whereby the military may utilize any
measure required to provide for successful operation. These may be measures that are not always
contemporaneous with its civilian counterpart. The Compacl Etfition ofrhe Orford English
Dictionary, Volume I:A-O (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971).
IB National Security Report, Vol. XXXVI No. S. (American Security Council, July 1993), p. 7.
19 Debbie Howlett, "Retired Top Brass," Us.A.. Today. 3 June 1993. p.l O.
17
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military personneL The courts have recognized the special nature and expertise of military
leaders, the seriousness of the institution's mission of national defense and the necessity for
maintaining good order, discipline and military effectiveness. The entire military,
including its own separate judicial system., is constructed with these considerations in

mind. The weight of Supreme Court precedent has confinned the lower Federal courts'
respect for both the milita.J"Ys special nature and the considered judgment of military
leaders.
No better synopsis of the doctrine of military necessity can be found that Justice
Rehnquist's very briefmajority opinion in Goldman v. Weinberger, .475 U.S. 503 (1986),
in which the following appears:
... we have repeatedly held that "the military is, by necessity, a specialized
society from civilian society." Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733, 743 (1974).
See also Chappell v. Wallace,462 U.S. 296, 300 (1983); Schlesinger v.
Councilman, 420 U.S. 738, 757 (1975); Orloffv. Willoughby, 345 U.S.
83,94 (1953). "[T}he military must insist upon a respect for duty and a
discipline without counterpart in civilian life," Schlesinger v. Councilman,
supra, at 757, in order to prepare for and perform its vital role. See also
Brown v. Glines, 444 u.s. 348, 354 (I 980).
To accomplish its mission the military must foster instinctive unifonnity and
subordination requiring obedience, unity, commitment and esprit de corps. See, e.g.,
Chappell v. Wallace, supra, at 300; Greer v. Spock, 424 U. S. 828, 843·844 (1976)
(pOWEU., J., concuning); Parker v. Levy, supra, at 744. The essence of the military
service" is the subordination of the desires and interests of the individual to the
needs of the service." Orloffv. Willoughby, supra.. at 92.

"Within the military community there is simply not the same [individual] autonomy
as there is in the larger civilian community. II Parker v. Levy, supra, at 75]. In the

17

context of the present case. when evaluating whether military needs justify a particular
restriction, courts must give great deference to the professional judgment ofmiJitary
authorities concerning the relative imponance of a particular military interest. See

Chappell v. Wallace, supra, at 305; Orloffv., Willoughby, supra, 93-94. The Court notes
that military regulations inherently demand uniformity, restrict individuality and require
personal sacrifices which is at the heart of the profession of arms and military life.
Uniformity in all aspects of military life among military personnel builds cohesion
and military team work and properly subordinates individual desire. expression and
preference to military necessity, no proofis required - no scientific studies, no historical
examples, no exhaustive arguments to make this fact a fact. Even expert testimony to the
contrary is not enough to contradict the military's "considered professional judgment."
Clearly the Court has allowed the military very broad authority to restrict even
fundamental constitutional rights of its members in the interest of military necessity and
combat effectiveness.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should affirm the District Court for the
District of Columbia.

Respectfully submitted,

Ronald D. Ray Counsellors at Law
1012 South Fourth Street
Louisville, KY 40203
(502) 584-8300

Counsel to Amici Curiae
Naval Aviation Foundation and
Institute for Media Education
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by
Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D.
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Report on Homosexual Character and Orientation
A Content Analysis of Two Decades of The Advocate
Reveals a "Gay" Sociosexual System and Confirms Homosexual
Orientation as Inseparable from Homosexual Behavior and Character
by Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D.
A Verifiable Measure of Homosexual Character and Orientation

The Scientific Method in "Content Analysis"
Behavioral science researchers have long sought ways to identify the relationship
between thought, or orientation, and behavior. Of the variety of techniques and
theoretical perspectives for the analysis of mass media infonnation, one of the most
practical and oft-used techniques is that of content analysis. As a research methodology,
content analysis has a long and distinguished history. Its history and techniques are
described in Krippendorff's book Content Analysis: An Introduction into its Methodology
(1980). Krippendorff provides reliable technical and theoretical assistance for the analyst

of complex content schema. Since the Lasswell tearn's successful use of this technique to
predict enemy movements in World War n, and especially since Krippendorff's
operationalization of its methodology, CA has emerged as a verifiable I and increasingly
diverse investigatory tool for predictive behavior of the population under study.2

Like all research techniques, the mission of CA is to gather an accurate
representation of data with which to provide new knowledge, and insights in order to

predict future conduct. Content Analysis is a reliable guide to outcomes based on
practical methods of careful inquiry into the actual and symbolic meaning of messages and
other information systems. 3 The technique has been used to examine Ii myriad of
information delivery systems in electronic, audio and print media; for example, prime time

I

E. Michael Jones, Degenerate Modems, (San Francisco: Ignatius Press. 1993) p. 106.

Judith Reisman. Images of Children, Crime and Violence in Playboy, Penthouse, and Hustler,
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice Prepared under Grant No. 84-JN-AX-K007),

2

1990.
] KrippendorfI: Content Analysis: An Introduction into tis Methodology (1980) pp. 21-22.

2

television drama, soap operas and cinema;magazine fiction, textbooks, advertising in
general, alcohol advertisements in college newspapers, popular music and so on.

Professional educators utilize

CA to study gender, racial, political and religious

bias in educational media, while the technique has been used to predict suicide rates based
on violent events covered by the mass media. Most important, positive media messages

have been as consistently predictive of resulting pro-social conduct as ha'{e negative
media messages been predictive of anti-social conduct." This author's Content Analysis
of child pornography and violence described the content of the Playboy genre's use of
children so accurately, that Playboy temporarily eliminated child pornography from its
magazine, predictably to offset public outrage ..5 Content Analysis would be the single
most reliable source of data on "sexuality" extant, for this analysis can be validated or
publicly repudiated by anyone who examines the media under study_

The Homosexual's Defining Behavior, Same Sex Practices,
is not Comparable to the Union of Woman and Man in the Act of
Generation and is Subversive of Existing American Institutions and Laws
One of the most often cited and poorly documented methods of behavioral study is
that of "self-rep on" or o<recall" survey data and especially "sexual" survey data. Since
there is no way to replicate or validate the data, such surveys may be considered art but
certainly not science. The Steffan case relates directly to orientation in the critically
intimate area of human sexual conduct. The tools of content analysis pennit homosexual
orientation and character traits to be measured. The content analysis technique measures
not only what a group says about their conduct, but what they actually do.
,

Why The Advocate?

" Reisman, Jmages, supra. See bibliography for pro-social message effects in American
populations.
S Judith R.eisrTWl, "Self-Censorship" in DolfZillmaM, Jennings Bryant, et ai, Media. Children &
the Family" (NJ: Erlbawn, 1994).

3

The Advocate (founded in 1967 as a paper of and for the movement) [is]
the main source for gay news coverage in the United States .. .. The
Advocate seems more clearly aimed at middle-class gay men and has a far
greater emphasis on a high-consumption life style than does Qm:
Community News. With a circulation of90,OOO and a paid staff of thirty,
the Advocate is the most important of the gay publications, and in recent
years it has shown itself to be open to some of the more controversial (and
6
non-commercial) trends in the gay world.
The Advocate, is a glossy, 4-color publication which seeks to represent "gay
culture" to its readership and the larger society. Each The Advocate issue, from 1972
through September 1992, has contained homosexual pornography alongside hundreds of
sexually-related articles and personal classified advertisements soliciting sex and sexual
partners. Nothing similar exists in heterosexual pornographY,' and certainly not in any
non-pornographic, heterosexual publication.

In September, 1992, partly in order to gain wider circulation at public newsstands,
schools and libraries and to attract more "mainstream" advertisers, The Advocate isolated
its pornography and prostitution solicitations into a companion magazine The Advocate

Classifieds, which now showcases four-color photos of full-frontal (and rear) male nudity.
The Advocate Classifieds, I with its phallic displays and plethora of explicit sex
advertisements, is a division of The Advocate in every way; produced by the same editorial
sta.£( marketed together and mutually advertised.

Extensive market research data? confirm the acceptance of The Advocate within
the established national press. 10 Randy Shilts (And the Band Played On) called The

Advocate, "the onJy national gay newsmagazine.

II

Frank Browning (The Culture oj

Desire) developed this further in the following:
,

6 Dennis Altman, The Homoserualization ofAmerica, The Amen·conization of the Homoserual
(NYC: St. Martins Press, 1982), p. 164-165.
7

Reisman. Jmages, supra.

• The logo: "Dirty Minds Want to Know".
Reisman, Ibid.
In 1993-94, among others, The Advocale interviewed NEA Director Jane Alexander, Playboy
publisher Hugh Hefner, television actress Cybill Shepherd, "conservative icon" Barry Goldwater.
9

10
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Only one gay pUblication, The Advocate, has built any substantial national

circulation. Since it was taken over by professional journalists in 1990, The
Advocate has established itself as a serious magazine. Once devoted primarily to
beefcake and conununity boosterism. it has recently broken important stories, secured
interviews with major entertainment cdebrities (gay and straight), and reported on
scandals in which gay people have acted as nastily as straight people. Yet if in its
editorial pages it fancies itself the Newsweek of gay journalism, The Adlioctlle'S
financial base,-its personals and phone-Iel: ads-betrays a profile of gay America
just as narrow as the bronzed white-man images in Calvin KJein underwear ads ....
Just as baBoon breasted blondes made millions for the owners of Playboy and
Penthouse, hairless white boys have been used by gay advertisers to sell their
products and by gay publishers to selJ their books ..... They are, or claim to be, "whole
life" papers that tell gay, mostly urban, male readers what is means to be gay in
America. They set the paradigm on fashion from coupling rituals to facial hair to
body piercing. And for general-interest newspapers, newsmagazines, and
television news sbows. even for sitcoms and films, they are the resource book that
fUide the straight coverage of gay life. I I (Emphasis added).

What better way to understand the character of a group than to read what that
group says to each other in its own words, week after week, month after month, year after
year, decade after decade within the pages of its most established and acclaimed national
magazine, The Advocate? What we gain is a clear model of the lifestyle, the character of
the readership as demonstrated in the behaviors that are written about in articles and
portrayed in illustrations. Much as the Saturday Evening Post captured normative
American culture in the first half of the 20th century,12 The Advocate is, for homosexuals,
the primary voice capturing the essence of "gay culture. "13

The Sample Represents a Universe of
446,000 "In Search Or' Paid Advertisements
The Advocate data presented here,represent a 2 I-year random sample of a 56 issue
popUlation out ofa universe estimated at 446,000 "In Search Of' (ISO) personal classified

Browning, Frank, The Culture ofDestre (New York: Crown Publishers, 1993), pp. 192~193.
12 Lasch. Christopher, Culture ojNarciss;sm. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1979), p.114.
13 TIlls information is supported by homosexual research on personal The Advocate research. See
especially Lee; Lamb)'; Laner and Kamel, in Gay Relationships, edited by John De Cecco (New
York: Harrington Park Press, 1988), pp. 11-32, 61-72, 73-90.
II
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advertisements (approximately 2000 classified advertisements per issue). Most
significantly, the data do not represent homosexuals self-reporting their behavioral
preferences to researchers in a clinical setting. but rather, homosexuals communicating

their sexual preferences to each other, through paid classified ads seeking partners of a
desired sexual practice or "orientation." As the homosexual community views The

Advocate as a mainline conservative magazine, the sexual characteristics and partnerseeking demonstrated in these ads imply mainline conservative homosexual conduct. The

Advocate has been analyzed also by homosexual researchers to measure homosexual
conduct and gay relationships. I'"

A casual informative contrast to The Advocate is provided from a sample taken
from the Washingtonian. A pilot study was conducted to insure a contrasting
demographic fit to The Advocate. The Washingtonian, published in Washington, D.C.
since 1965 attracts a similar upscale, urban., liberal and politically active married and single
readership. offering national and local news. art, politics, gossip, investigative reports, fuIlpage color product advertisements and a "CLASSIFIEDS" section for "relationships."
The seven recurring The Advocate solicitation themes were applied against the

Washingtonian ads. While the small sample size of the April 1993 Washingtonian ads
negates statistical comparison, a statisticaUy significant study of these advertisements is

currently underway. However. a descriptive look at this time, of these early
Washingtonian findings is helpful

as a reference point of departure.

"IN SEARCH OF" (ISO) ads in magazines reflect their popUlation profile. As
The Advocate reaches between 33 and 50 percent of homosexuals, I~ the Content
Id.
15 The Simmons Report. New York, Rate Card., Highlights of "Profile of Readers," Simmons
Market Research Bureau, 1993, citing September 1990 data collection. A review of the
homosexual Jjterature e.rulblishes TIlE ADVOCATE as the leading "acceptable" homosexual
pubJjcation; See especially. John Frances Hunter, The Gay Insider USA, (Stonehill Publishing;
1<1

1972): "Every Gay in America should subscribe to The Advocate and Gay, [no longer published]
and to a regional newspaper and magazine ... patronized by business run by Gays, or those which
openly solicit gay patronage ... The Advocate's . .. editorial stance brings down the wrath of
radical [gay] papers who love to single it out as e.rulblishment." 166, 169.
6

Analysis, supported by both homosexual advocacy scholarship and ex-and current
homosexual male testimonies reveal a accepted "gay" sociosexual culture.

7

THE ADVOCATE TABLE
7 "IN SEARCH OF" HOMOSEXUAL SOLICITATION CHARACTERISTICS
(Netuest Percent of -47.20OJ-446, 000..., Rank-Ordered by Rale o/Occurrence, 1972-1993)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

•

ISO Straight looking ("masculine") men/boys
97% ('12-93)
ISO Casual. AIDS~cient sex
97% ('92-'93) 91% ('12-91)
ISO White partners
97% ('12-'93)
ISO Prostitution services
71% ('92-'93) 58% (,72-91)
ISO Body parts sex/phallus
65% ('92-'93) 32% (,72-91)
ISO Man-Boy sex
31 % ('92-'93) 20% (,72-91)
ISO SadismlbumiliatiOD
14% ('92-'93) 20% (,12-91)
(Code identifiers/groupings up/ained in Main Body Chapter)

Washingtoni;..:D;,:..:n:.....-_--.

The Advocate

.Iulight

• ,ullght

II white

.whl ..

• CIIUII

• a.lu,1

C proltltutl
• • ,diem
E3

InII n ·glrl

•• lI

• body paru

Apr-g3

18512-'993

THE WASHINGTONIAN TABLE

7 "IN SEARCH OF' HETEROSEXUAL SOLICITATION CHARACTERISTICS
(Rank-Ordered by Role ojOcCJJrrence, April 1993)

1.

2.
3.
4.

5
6.
7.

99% (Nearly all ads)
99% (Nearly all ads)
67% males
4% maJes
2.6% males
0.5%
no ISO citations

ISO Straight (normal)
ISO White partners
ISO Marriage permanence
ISO Prostitution services
ISO Sadismlhumiliation
ISO Man-Girl sex
ISO Body parts/phallic size wanted
,

Of the -47,200 coded advertisements within this The Advocate study sample,
seven recurring characteristics emerge in tenns of homosexuals soliciting partners.
Homosexual conduct can be defined as centered on multiple partner, mechanistic

aggressive. and condom1ess sex, including a full 31 percent exclusively seeking sex with

8

boys. Looking at the rank-ordered findings, several interesting differences and similarities
emerge between upscale Washingtonian male partner seekers, and men in The Advocate.

Summary of the Key Data
While 97% of homosexual males seek "straight-looking" or masculine males, no

Washingtonian IS males solicited especially feminine women, instead emphasizing general
physical, social and spiritual characteristics. Roughly 97% or more of both groups were
partial to "white" partners, reasonable for the 67% heterosexuals seeking permanent, long
term and/or marital relations with children and such. It is a puzz1e to find bigotry among
the 98% of homosexual males who sought

were recreational sex but who also stand on

black civil rights gains. Only 1% of homosexuals were couples -- and these were in search
ofa third. One percent sought a permanent partner and a large number of these men were
AIDS positive, seeking someone to care for them until death.

The latest data found 4% of heterosexuals versus 77% of homosexual males
offering or seeking paid sex (prostitution). The military should be concerned if less than
3% of heterosexual men are interested in violence versus 14% of the homosexual males.
Again. of military concern regarding youthful recruitment, less than 1% of heterosexual
males advertised an interest in 18 plus or younger girls, while fully 31 % of the homosexual
males admitted their desire for such boys. Of less military interest, no heterosexual males
sought women by bust or waist size 'while 65% of the homosexual males advertised for
body parts, even by circumference of the erect penis. While the comparison data are
merely of interest, a statistically significant comparison study of the WASHINGTONIAN

versus The Advocate is currently underway.

Science, depending upon rational observation of varied phenomena, also tells us
that when a myriad of diverse data in a culture all point to the same conduct, that conduct

is occuning. The Advocate content analysis provides a window into the "gay"
sociosexual culture. The character of this social subset can also better understood by
"outsiders" through an analysis of its specialized lexicon. Following. is a short extract

9

from a well recognized collection of words painstakingly gathered and codified as the

"gay" vernacular.
The Homosexual Vernacular and Lexicon Further
Character Self-Constructed. Self-Isolated. Focused on the Sex Act
and Subversive to the Normative/Generative Order

"THE QUEEN'S VERNACULAR"
Aristotle says that both spoken and written words are symhols of the
affections of the soul. /6
Cultural anthropologists say the homosexuaIlanguage in The Queen's

Vernacular 17 define a unique culture. Such studies citing presence and absence of words

in the lexicon, capture a people's special character. For example, the Olympics in Norway
drew attention to the importance of snow to Norwegians, evidenced by the myriad number
of Norwegian words for "snow," its shades and material qualities. American Indians are
noted for the few time-bound words versus words about natural phenomenon.

Of 12,000 entries in this well cited homosexual lexicography, which claims
"language is culture 'l a rank order of"slanguage"entries finds the largest number of
t1

citations for the word 1) fuck (-186 references), followed by 2) cock (-178 references),

3) boy or "chicken" (-104 references) and 4) the "Armed Forces'" (-72 citations). In
contrast, ~ere are no references or entries in the vernacular for words used to describe

;p€

any oftheldea1 characteristics ofa NavaJ midshipmen, i.e., "virtue" "honor" "courage"
"patriotism" "self-sacrifice" "discipline" "authority" ~subordination" "faithfulness"
''temperance'' "chastity" "fidelity" and "duty." Nor are there any words which are
fundamental to the common law and most of America's institutions: "monogamy," or
"chastity" or "fidelity" or "faithful." Serious words are included in the dictionary.
"Love" and "married" each had one reference: On "love" the vernacular says:

Umbeno Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy oflAnguage (Bloomington: Indiana University.
1986), p. 27.
J7 Cited in Altman., supra; Silverstein and Picano, supra.
It Bruce Rogers, The Queens' Vernacular (San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books, 1972).
16
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love:novey, luv) half-hearted endearment. "Don 'tleave me, love' who'll
be here· to push the bed away from the wall?" (p. 128). married "living
together with another homosexual in a partnership of mutual consent.
"Barney got married last night-which bar was it in this week?" "Oops.!

Something clever just walked into the tearoom fa toilet where men have
anonymous sex).- pardon me while I do get married." I'} (emphasis in
original).
On the military:

Uncle Samantha's meat call, government inspected meat, khaki pussy, a piece
of Navy case, sea pussy, squib, sea legs, Navy style, a sailor's cup of tea, deck
20
duty, sailor queens, lobster pot, bait the hook, Tina Tuna, angel food.
(See
Appendix).
On boys or "chicken":
"baby," "beauty" "precious" "punkie" "puppy fresh" "rustler" "butchered
chicken" "peach fuzz" "peeper" "fawn" "lifesaver" "missy" "dinner" "young
stuff' "sweet thing" «fried chicken" "peep-peep" "tender" "babette" "fragile
number" "quail" "pluck some feathers" "rip off a drumstick" "skin some
chicken" "brunster" "queer pup" "bud" "chit" "head and heels" "jail tail"
"token chicken" ... (pp. 44-46). (See Appendix )
From 50 to 73 percent of homosexual males self-reported sex with boys21
which easily comports with the one in six or seven boys identified as experiencing a
child sexual assault, most often by male homosexuals. l l While Kinsey's claims of

10-37 percent of the population as homosexual were fraudulent, current recruitment
of children into homosexuality under the umbrella of government "AIDS prevention
programs" involves a full coun press to, as lesbian author, Donna Minkowetz

19
20

Id., pp. 128, 131.
Id, pp. 22.23.

Roger 1. Magnuson, Are Gay Rights Right? (Minneapolis: Straitgate Press, 1985), p. 18.
By 1973, The Advocate helped men "Found Boys Home" while a1so procuring: "Love Boys;
Sexy Boys~ Boys in Bed, etc." In 1974 it offered a "NE\VSLEITER FOR PEDERASTS"
("gay¥! boy child abusers). In 1975 they advertised a full page photo ofa "PENETRABLE BOY
DOLL," detailing the ltWIy ways the doll could be sexually violated-for only $39.95. By 1991,
21

:22

concerned about customs arrests for pedophiles (pederasts) who purchase child pornography.
ADVOCATE boy sex ads began to focus on foreign fare; "BOYS OF HOLLAND: HAWK
PRODUCTIONS;" ASlA-OVER 50 YOUNG ... MODELS. See Appendix.
II
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editorialized in her December 1993 The Advocate column, "recruit, recruit, recruit."
This recruitment is aided by a culture fiUed with desensitizing pro-homosexual film
and television dramas, sitcoms, talk shows which glamorize homosexual chic. When

American institutions, such as the education establishment enforce programs of
AIDS «prevention" from K-Ph.D., and when the military institution reconciles
homosexual character with military character, the homosexual population will
dramatically increase. No matter what fantasy is used to supplant reality, the
consequences are predictable, based upon the data. Suicide, dysfunction and death
from AIDS and costs to taxpayers, will rise exponentially. Though the adult
homosexual population is quite small today, it numbers are sure to increase. Thus,
within a shon time, the homosexual population should predictably exceed that
claimed by Kinsey in 1948.

Overview of Origin and History
of the Founding of the Homosexual Movement in 1948

In the light of such dire predictions, it is advisable to revisit the founding of the

movement which has wrought such social change worldwide. The homosexual movement

was formally organized on the fraudulent 23 sex science of Dr. Alfred Kinsey, Serual
Behavior in the Human Male, (1948). Harry Hay, homosexual, conununist dialectician,
read the Kinsey Repon in 1948 and found Kinsey's recommended recreational-sex
lifesty1e fuUy approving of Ray's homosexual conduct and character. Spurred to action by
the "scientific" 10 percent homosexuality figure Kinsey claimed, Hay immediately
declared his long-time sexual "orientation," deserted his wife and two children., and
founded the Mattachine Society, the origin of the political homosexual movement. Gay
historians have lionized Hay for his "profound contribution" to the homosexual estate and
Judith Reisman & Edward W. Eichel, Kinsey. Sex & Fraud (Lafayette, LA: HuntingtOn House,
1990). See especially pp. 150-155 "'The Fraud Taboo" for a definition of "scientific fraud,"
"According to the Committee on the Conduct of Science of the National Academy of Sciences,
23

fraud in science can encompass a wide spectrum of behaviors but the acid test of scientific fraud is
the intention to deceive:' "That Kinsey's work is incriminated by this test is beyond question. p. 55.
A fuU congressional inquiry is critical to bring justice and truth to this appalling violation of public

trust.
12

for positioning homosexuals as a "minonty'l only seeking IICivil rights." Hay took what
was criminal conduct in the UCMJ and all fifty states and crafted the words to transform
.and create 8 distinct "cultural minority" claiming minority membership and rights for the
first time. The homosexual movement still follows Hays onginal strategy to claim
protection from "discrimination" because of its "victimlt status as a cultural minority.
Today, Harry Hay, a 10ng-gray-haired old man, wears the "fairy shawl" and marches with
NAMBLA, the North American Man-Boy Love Association, urging an end to age of
consent laws, to allow sex with children.

24

Scientific Techniques Change Minds and Laws
Joseph Steffan: A Media Image (Of' the Gay Right's Movement
"Desensitizing, Jamming and Converting"
The success ofa small cadre 2.S ofhomose)Nai activists in leveraging public
attitudes and policy to revolutionize American law required a highly organized body of
thought and strategy.26 Before identifying the role of a.) Dr. Alfred IGnsey in giving
homosexuality a false 10 percent normative science cover and h.) founding father, Harry
Hay who carved out the plank of homosexuality as a "cultural minority," we will examine
the two artificers who produced the modem mass media strategy of homosexuals as
victims of homophobic bigotry, IGrk and Madsen. Brilliant homosexual political
revolutionaries, in After the Ball (1990), these two, one a specialist in neuropsychiatry
and the other a Madison Avenue ad-man., joined together to craft a "guiding manifesto"
for "gay activism in the 1990's,"

In the chapter, "Agenda For Change," Kirk and Masden stress a simple and
effective three-part program to "conquer" America in the 1990's; through the
sophisticated techniques of'1lirect EmotIonal Modeling:" "1. DESENSlTIZAlON" "2.

Stuart Timmons, The Trouble with Harry Hay, Founder o/the Modern Gay Movement,
(Bonoo: Alyson Publications, Inc., 1991).

204

Priscilla Painton. TIME. 26 April 1993, p. 27.
New York Queer. 12 January 1992; cited Kinsey's data, claiming about half of American men
are "queer" many of whom "crave: the ~raight-identified homoerotic male." Said NYQ, "The
challenge, as ever, is not to claim difference - but to claim similarity, while being more ....
25

26
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JAA1MlNG" and "3. CONVERSION." 27 All three tactics were to be crafted to
deliberately conceal from the public what Kirk and Masden report to be homosexual
character. 18 Kirk and Masden's claims for "science" are validated by the verifiable
changes their efforts elicited in the target population.
Aristotle said that the function of speech is persuasion and the function of
persuasion .... to promote the realization of a certain decision, "for when we
know a thing, and have reached a decision about it, there is no need of
further argument.,,29

Kirk and Madsen took established scientific social-change, modeling
principles and taught homosexual activists to manipulate the polity into thinking
they "know a thing" about homosexuality. Having finally decided about
homosexuality, based on bad data, the polity would be hard put to change its
decision. The theorists state:

When you're very different, and people hate you for it, trus is what you do:
first you get your foot in the door, by being as similar as possible; then, and
only then-when your one little difference is finally accepted--can you start
dragging in your other peculiarities, one by one. You hammer in the
wedge narrow end first. As the saying goes, allow the camel's nose
beneath your tent, and his whole body will soon follow 30 (emphasis in the
original).
There is no more perfect example of "Direct Emotional Modeling" and no more
perfect agent of homosexual "Jamming and Conversion," than Joseph Steffan.
Straights will be desensitized .. .inundate them in a continuous flood of gayrelated publicity or image building presented in the least offensive fashion
possible .. Then it is possible ... "to tum next to more difficult, but also more
vigorous and rewarding, tactics ...n

Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen. Afler the Ball: How America Will Conquer Its Fear &
Hatred ofHomoseruals in the 90 's (New York: Doubleday, 1989), pp. 148-150.
28 Id., pp. 295-297.
2!l Judith Bat-Ada (Reisman), "Freedom of Speech as Mythology", The New York University
Review ofLaw and Social Change. (1978-1979), Vol. VUl: 271.
30 Kirk and Masden, supra, p. 146.
11 Id. p. 149-150.
l7
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Jamming is the next tactic. Because pictures are stronger than words,32 images are
presented to the polity mainly through "exploiting the mass media" by creating positive
homosexual stereotypes. Handsome, clean-cut, white, Naval Midshipmen in snow white
unifonns illicit a conditioned positive emotion. While this "good" image will have a bad
emotional label if the serviceman is "gay," the neurological "law of strength,,33 predicts
that a "good" image neurochemically will cancel a "bad" label, and

'~amming"

has

occurred. Standard Associative Conditioning techniques predict a positive emotion to
"good" images which will dominate negative responses to bad labels. The "positive"

emotions then transfer to the negative labels ("gay" itself). }(jrk and Masden predict a
sufficiently calculated 34 flow of "good gay" versus "bad anti-gay" images widely carried

in the media will cause reason and logic to be overcome, and a "pro-gay" emotional
transfer is made by individuals and society. Kirk and Masden referred to jamming as
"propaganda," utilizing the mass media to stimulate positive emotions toward
homosexuals. For this jamming tactic, they could not have chosen a better tool than
Joseph Steffan.

But.

8

fully successful homosexual revolution depends on Conversion, they say.

Conversion is complete when the good feelings to "gay" images overcome the bad label
and the mass media fully "convert" the public by aggressively depicting challengers as
bigots shunned by his/her "crowd" for rejecting someone with the bad label. As
conversion is experienced, the "bigot" will be shamed by disapproval from hislher
"crowd ...3S
Thus, propagandistic advertisement [imagery] can depict homophobic and
homohating bigots as crude loudmouths and assholes--people who say not
Id.
See, A.R. Luria and David Galin, Counsciousness (D. Goleman and R. Davidson, ed.)(New
York; Harper and Row, 1979), cited in Reisman, '''R' & 'X' Rated. Materials & the Harm
Factor.... testimony to the Aurualian Senate Select Committee on Community Standards, (April 7,
1992), p.7.
14 Kirk and Masden, supra, p. 156
32

33

35

Id, p. 152.
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onJy 'faggot" but 'nigger,' 'kike' and other shameful epithets-who are
'not Christian.' It can show them being criticized, hated, shunned. It can
depict gays experiencing horrific suffering as the direct result of the
homo hatred-suffering of wruch even most bigots would be ashamed to be
the cause. It can, in short, link homohating bigotry with all sorts of
attributes the bigot would be ashamed to process, and with social
consequences he would find unpleasant an d scary. 36

Fraudulent Science has been Relied upon at the Highest Levels
of the Military Institution to Advance the Homosexual Agenda

The Role of Dr. Kinsey's Deceptive Sex Science
in Building the Homosexual Movement and Changing Law
While it is apparent from their writings that Kirk and Masden employ valid
and effiCient scientific techniques to deceive and manipulate the polity and

institutions, they are equally obligated to the "sex scientists" who have provided
pioneering scientific cover by creatingfraudulent homosexual data. There can be no
correct discussion or judicial decision regarding homosexuality without reference to
the man who legitimized homosexuality for America and the world; Dr. Alfred

Kinsey and the "sexology" profession which grew from his 1948 data. Post World
War IT the "European" sexology profession became legitimized in America, through
Kinsey's alleged "value neutral" objective science. While Kinsey has been heavily
cited in legal arguments and homosexual statutes, Judge Oliver Gasch's decision in
U. S. District Court in D.C.,37 (to uphold the homosexual ban) questioned Kinsey's
homosexual data and cited the author's work Kinsey, Sex and Fraud, of which the

Lancet wrote:
... The Kinsey reports (one in 1948 on males and the comparuon five years
later) claimed that sexual activity Degan much earlier in life, was more
varied and more frequent, and displayed less horror of age differences and
same-sex relationships than anyone at the time imagined ... " In Kinsey,
Sex and Fraud Dr. Judith Reisman and her colleagues demolish the
foundations o/the two reports . .. The important allegationsfTom the
scientific viewpoint art imperfections in the sample and unethical,
J6
37

lei, p. 151.
Steffan v. Cheney, 780 F. Supp. I (D.D.C. 1991).
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possibly criminal, observations on children. Any questionnaire survey in
a normally private area is subject to bias from differences in those who
respond and those who refuse, and there is no ready means of checking the
information. The book goes beyond that, however,for Kinsey et aL

questioned an unrepresentative proporlion ofprison inmates and sex
offenders in Q survey of "normal" SexJ4aJ behavior. Presumably some
III least of those offenders were also the sources of information on
stillUllation to orgasm in young children that can only have come from
paedophiles-or so it must be hoped Kinsey, an otherwise hannless
student of the gall wasp, has left his former co-workers some explaining to
do. (emphasis added).

Lifting the ban against homosexual inclusion in the military and claiming that
homosexuality is merely an equally valid character trait to heterosexual character, turns on
the viability of"science," particularly "sex science" to prove homosexual normative
health. The Lancet cites crimes against children and society in Kinsey's work, and calls for
l
an investigation of these fraudulent data. • But just as the world had to admit at the tum
of the century that the "science" of phrenology, (intelligence measured by head bumps
and cranial size) was a total fraud,lSl sex Ltscience" is fraud, "alchemy,"

Alchimy: "secret, hidden or the occult art..... chimistry... chiefly as relate
to the transmutation o/metals into gold ... This pretended science was
much cultivated in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but is now held
in contempt. (Original spelling, Noah Webster's 1828 Dictionaty).
Similarly, Kinsey alchemists feigned surprise that their "scientific sex survey" of
roughly 14,000 allegedly nonnal women and men of the 1940s were promiscuous,
adulterous. bilhomosexual, engaged in prostitution, child-adult sex and engaged in the
sodomies-with no iU consequences~ Kinsey and his team concluded that archaic JudeoChristian hypocrisy made us hide our sexual conduct. If we were truthful, Americans
would have paradise on earth and all m~ure of sexual disorder, from illicit birth to

38

Dr. Reisfl'Wl has called for a full Congressional investigation of Kinsey's team, their data and

the field.
39 The Orford Eng/ish Dictionary, supra.
«J Reisman and Eichel, supra.
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venereal disease, rape and divorce, would decrease.

41

While the Kinsey team claimed the

data proved Americans were liars, the data really prove the Kinsey team were liars. For,
roughly half ofthe team's allegedly normal sample were exhibitionists, prostitutes, pimps,
rapists, incest offenders, pedophiles and such, as well as imprisoned general and sex·
offenders.

Proof of alchemy and fraud is found in a) the Kinsey team's tainted sample; b) their
false predictions based on a phantom research population ofnonnal men and women; c)

their additional tendency to alter the data. Fifty years later every prediction based on
Kinsey's data has been r~plldiated and disproven, the ultimate test offailed or false
science. Every measure of sexual disorder has inCTelJ.5ed and AIDS and other once
unknown sexual and hderophobic dysfunctions are now plagues of our time. The sexual
panacea promised by Kins:eyan sex "experts" backfired.

Nonetheless, the sexuality professions, teaching and counseling, grants, research
and therapies carved out of the Kinsey Institute alchemy charge onward. Post-1948, all

scholarly disciplines teach the Kinseyan seruality model since no other human
development theorists (e.g., Freud, Maslow, Rodgers, Ericson) produced theories ofbi or
homosexual normality. Kinseyan disciples have poured out similarly groundless sex
"study"" fantasies, for 50 years. Kinsey's fraudulent"l0 percent" homosexual and "gay
youth" population now massively mislead educators, doctors, parents, legislators and
military personnel. The oft' cited Department of Defense study prepared by Theodore
Sarbin suggested 10 percent (or 200,000 servicemen) are "born" homosexual while
recent studies in Britain, France and the United States confirm a 1-2 percent homosexual
population which should have been knOWlJ 10 all sexuality "experts ...42 Moreover, early

See r1istoricallntroduction,'"' etc., Alfred Kinsey, et aI., Serual Behavior in Ihe Human Male
(philadelphia, PA: W. B. Saunders, 1948) and Serual Behavior in the Human Female
(philadelphia, PA: W. B. Saunders, 1953) .
..:l Alan Guttmacher, in The New York Times, found 1.1 percent "exclusively gay." "The
.. 1

Shrinking Ten Percent, TIME. 26 April 1993, p. 27.
OJ
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abuse and/or neglect, key precipitating factors in stamping a homosexual character, are
now denied by all Kinseyans.-4J

Theodore R. Sarbin's False Department of Defense Data
In a television interview on The Real Story.44 Joseph Steffan cited two scientific
authorities to defend his right, as a homosexual, to serve in the United States military; Dr.
Alfred Kinsey's claim ofa ten percent homosexual population and Theodore Sarbin's
Defense Department study, Homoseruality and Personnel Security. These two cites were
also then-Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney's reasons why the homosexual ban, based
on security concerns, was «an old chestnut."

Speaking as a scientific expert, Theodore Sarbin claimed "no empirical data

have been developed to support any connection between homosexuality and
security. ~ Colonel Ronald Ray fully repudiates this false positive with easily available
cases of the connection between homosexuality and security.-46 However, society's
concern is deeper than Sarbin's inexcusable breach of knowledge. The DoD report goes
to the heart of science versus the magic of alchemy. Sarbin documentably concealed

critical facts from decision makers so that wrong decisions were made out of ignorance.
Since roughly half ofSarbin's scientijic authorities (e.g.: Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin,
Gebhard, Ford, Beach, Bullough, Money), are documented as sex revolutionaries, his
"Pentagon" study finds homosexuality "unrelated to moral character," Beyond Kinsey's
biased co-authors, (pomeroy, Martin and Gebhard) other Sarbin «experts" are
emotionally compromised, scientifically tainted and on record as pedophile advocates.

See Reisman. Kinsey, Sex & Fraud, supra. for a discussion of the fraudulent 10% data and the
upcoming Advocate study for an expansive discussion of the early sex abuse etiology in
homosexuality. Especially note The Journal ofPaedophilia; One Teenager In Ten (Ann Heron,
Editor); Robin Lloyd, For Money or Love: Boy Prostitution in Amen·cD (New York: Vanguard
Press, 1979).
.... CNBC, Boyd Masden: The Real Story, NYC: September 18, 1993.
4S Theodore R. Sarbin., Homosexuality and Personnel Security. (Montery. CA: Defense Personnel
Security Research and Education Center, March 1991), p.31.
-46 See Ray. supra.
43
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As an expert in security matters, Sarbin misrepresents historical, biological and
psychological sexology facts to the DoD by citing Kinsey,47 father ofpedoprule sexual
pedagogy and the 10 percent myth. Sarbin quotes Kinsey, that "only the human mind
invents categories," to argue then no sex acts can be "crimes against nature ..,..111 Sarbin
uncritically honors Kinsey faJse claim that "46 per cent [of men] had some homosexual
experience throughout adult life,..49 and naively notes Fay's vague "20 per cent prevalence
rate" for homosexuality.so Sarbin tells the DoD that this alchemy is really science, as
does the National Research Council Committee on AIDS, lauding Kinsey's fantasy of 10
percent. 51 Senator Charles Robb and Congressman Gerry Studds and forty legislators also
seek homosexual legality based on Kinsey data.

52

An ominous call from Studds warned

that "training, instruction and consistent monitoring of security clearance investigators

will be required" to insure proper homosexual recruitment and treatment.

But Sarbin's psychobiology authority and expert, Dr. John Money, argued for
man-boy "love" in the Journal of Paedophilia, 53 Dr. Money appeared in the Spring

1991 issue, telling pedophiles man-boy sex is

an overflow of parental pairbonding .. .into erotic pairbonding ... male
paedophilia at least, is a fatherly relationship ....If a boy aged ten or eleven [has
sex with] a man I would not call it pathological in any way.",S4

Dr. Money serves on the Board of Advisors for Penthouse Forum, a Penthouse
pornographic publication, on record as defining incest as "beneficial." Money would end
uage-of-consent laws" to legalize pederasty (man-boy sex) and homicide if

47 Sarbin, supra, pp:ll, 16, 19,22.

"0

couple

,
lei, pp. II, 13. Sarbin ignores the fact that only hwnan beings write books and have courts of
Jaw, etc., his logic suggests we cease honoring books and dismantle courts of law.
~ lei, pp. )6, J9.
50 lei, pp. 20, 22 .. A "lower'"' boundry of roughly 18% to 19% gives Fay flawed data.
51 Sc;ence 2 January 1990.
52 April 19. 199 J, The Morbidity and Morlality Weekly Report; and press release to end the ban,
March IS, )991.
S3 The Journal ofPaedophilia, John Money's interview, Spring 1991, pp. 2-13.
48

S4

Id, p. 3,5, 13, 7, S.
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who are sadomasochistic [consent toJ a death pact." "Consent" is the issue for Dr.
Money, who tells 000 that homosexuality norrnal

H

.

Sarbin's sex history expert, Dr. Verne Bullough is also a self-identified pedophile
editor of Paidika: The Journal ofPaedophilia;.~6 which states "the starling point of
Paidika is necessarily ou.r consciousness of ourselves as paedDphiles. .. The Editors"s7
The journal regularly advertises for NAMBLA members (the North American Man Boy
Love Association) and can be operationally classified as advocating pederasty.

Bullough told sex researchers; "Politics and science go hand in hand In the end
it is Gay activism which s8 determines what researchers say about gay people. ,,~9

Implicitly, he links homosexual and pedophile research, saying the pedophile researcher
"determines" what is told to the courts and the public about homosexuality. Dr. John
Gagnon, another key Sarbin authority, agrees. Gagnon tasks sex researchers to practice
alchemy nofscience and to create fraudulent homosexual data to manipulate the courts
and society.

{Do IIOt col/ect data which wouJd]locale lhe origins of [homosexual]
desires ... Anempts to placate the oppressors will only invite junher
persecUlion. The source offreedom in everyday life for gay men and
lesbians is continued vigilance and pracricaJ political acn·on. 60

~s Sarbin, supra, pp. 20.22.

The Journal ofPaedophilia, Statement of Purpose, signed "The Editors," Vol. I, Summer
1987: ....... The ground on which we stand is the emergence and evolution ofpaedophile
consciousness and identity in history ... [frogt] the early Gennan sexual emancipation movement.
... But to speak today of paedophilia, which we understand to be consensual
intergenerational sexual relationships, is to speak 01 the politics 01 oppression ... It is our
contention that the oppression of paedophilia is part of the larger repression of sexuality, and
that this repression in general represents an irrational expression of authority in government. "The
Editon" (emphasis added).
HId. p. 3.
58 Catholic Medical Quarterly, May 1992. pp. 15-16 .
.59 Reisman., 1990, p. 212.
60 Gagon. John. The Journal ofSe.r Research. February 1987, p. 124.
S6
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What accurate homosexuality data can science predict from such "scholarship,"
seeking to lega.'ize pschopathologically disordered, criminal conduct? By their writings it
is clear these men consider themselves the sexual and intellectual elite and pederasty to be

at the heart ofhomosexua1ity. (An editorial in the Sentinel, San Francisco's premier
homosexual publication asserted that "the love [sex] between men and boys is at the
foundation ofhomosexuality.'.61 Despite gay alchemists efforts

62

to lower the age of

consent and legitimize pedophilia, scientifically, homoserual youth do not exist. Just as
there are nonnally no gay cats, dogs, horses, etc., no scientific data across time, culture
and species finds for nonnal homosexuality. Rather, the data do find for early abuse,

neglect and seduction as precipitating homosexual and other heterophobic conduct.

63

The well publicized DoD pedophile-weighted homosexual study is waved aloft as a
flag of victory le~slatively by the "gay" and the "straight" Forth Estate. It will continue
to be cited in future efforts to force acceptance of homosexuals in the military, the Boy
Scouts, the police force and other sensitive domains.

There are indications that Sarbin's report would have been well received at the
Pentagon, at least on the part of both Defense Secretary Cheney's Public Infonnation
Officer, Pete Williams, and Steven Herbits, "Cheney's chief civilian talent scout"

(Fortune, 12116/91) who are now "outed" gays. In June 30, 1992, The Advocate, called
Pete Williams "our trump card." With Williams and Herbits in obvious leadership
positions, it is tittle wonder that research contracts are awarded to alchemists who support
the views of the grantor. 64
Conclusion

"No Place for Homo-homophobia. ... San Francisco Sentinel. 26 March 1992.
62 Dean Hamer et aI., "A Linkage Between DNA Markers on the X Chromosome and Male
Sexual Orientation.," Science. Vol. 261, 16 July 1993, p. 322.
6l See the massive body of child sex abuse and homosexual recovery literature.
60C On gay blackmail. The Washington Post, June 4, 1992, reponed a homosexual representative
"I give [Cheney] this serious warning: Ifhe continues to oppose gays in the military. someone is
going in expose the names of the many gays close to him."
51
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Despite propaganda and slogans to the contrary the data still find, homosexuality

simply environment and behavior based-both desired (in thought) and consummated (in
deed). Separation of homosexual status from homosexual behavior is an abstraction with
no basis in reality or fact developed by "gay rights" alchemists like Kinsey and Hay and
master planners like Kirk and Masden.6~ The truth about homosexuality is best revealed
in the writings of the movement itself, as in decades of The Advocate since 1972. The

American homosexual movement is, as gay writer Frank Browning said in, The Culture of
Desire, a group which revels in power games and what they term "deviant" behavior:

Queerness, says Browning with delight, is about subversion.

"It is a rather delectable word," he says. More than the image of men
doing forbidden things to one another in private, it represents, unspeakable,
the perverse, the peculiar and creative in all of us ...
Which is wby the open acceptance of gays in the military
would be subversive. "If you see your captain as a sexual object, as
lomebody's boyfriend it subverts the whole notion of authority," he
says. "

Kirk and Madsen, supra.
It is even so declared by homosexuals themselves, who revel in what they term "deviant"
behavior. ~ Joan Smith, San FranCisco Examiner, 25 April 1993, p. D-I 0, reviewing Browning,
supra. Browning's book details the following:
Sex for its own sake - raw, naked, wanton sex - made a comeback sometime
around 1988 in the gay wards of New York and Los Angeles and San Francisco.
For a while, five years or so, the pall of AIDS had hung so heavy that sex talk
seemed filtered through nostalgia...
By the Spring of 1991, New York., L.A., and San Francisco had seen the
proliferation of the revived sexual underground. Gay male "invitation" clubs
reappeared, a half dozen at least in each city. They weren't bathhouses with
cubicles, cots, and doors, but open rooms in the warehouses of depleted industrial
zones, where in the small hours ofth~ morning, young men lined up with their
buddies to probe, caress, and gnaw at one another's flesh in dimly lit tangles of
animal abandon.
6S

66

"Sex., ., [Annistea.dJ Maupin [told Browning], "is the reason this
liberation movement came about."
Browning's observation about the return of rampant sexuality and anonymous promiscuity is
consistent with research studies performed by gay scientists. See, Kristina Campbell, ''Two
surveys examine sexual behaviors of Gay community," The Washing/on Blade, Vol. 24, No. 34, 6
August 1993.
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Exhibits to Report on Homosexual Character and Orientation
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Excerpts from Homosexual Magazines
to Illustrate the Conunon Military Theme

MILITARY MEN AS TARGETS IN
HOMOSEXUAL MAGAZINES
Work in Progress
Preliminary Findings Not for Citation or Distribution

Being in the armed services is a dominant gay male sexual fantasy.
ON OUR BACKS

Marchi April. 1991

TIlE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIEDS

July 2. 1991
July 16,1991

TIlE ADVOCATE
THE ADVOCATE

August 13. 1991, p. 10

p. 88
TIIE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIEDS

August 13.1991 p. 19
p. 51
p.60

P 30
p. 32

p.44
p.46
TIlE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIEDS

April 20. 1993. p. 10
p. 11

p.12
p. 14

p. 1
p. 19
p. 39

TIlE ADVOCATE

October 5. 1993. p.7
p. 8

TIiE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIEDS
TIlE ADVOCATE Q..ASSIFIEDS
TIlE ADVOCATE "MEN"
STEAM "MILITARY MEN'"
NUMBERS "Come be with the BAD
BOYS of the DESERT and you'll
never be the same again r

November 2, 1993.
July 13. 1993, p. 9

January 1994

Issue g

lesbian army reservist in "a series of
provocative photographs
military fantasy porn advertised
Gay military porn advertised
military nude photo
gay military porn video ad
gay military porn video ad
gay military porn book ads
men in uniform ad
military & police club ad
two military porn ads
ex-marine personals ad
military personals ads
mili tary personals ads
military personals ads
ex-military ad
military personals ads
virual porn ad featuring military men
military porn video ads
military personals ad
military gay porn
military gay porn video ads
model in military fatigues
uniform fantasies
special issue: MILITARY MUSCLE
Pictorial 8 HORNY ARMY STIJDS

Volume 6 Number 2

HOMOSEXUAL BOOKS
CONDuer UNBECOMING:
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CONOuer UNBECOMING
The United Slates might never have become a nation, in fact, were it not for the services of one particular
gay general in the first difficult years of the American Revolution.
... Baron Frcderich Wilbelm LudolfGerhard Augustin von Steuben one of Europe's leading military
prodigies.
Stueben's acceptance into Frederick's (King Frederick IT of Prussia) all-male court was the first historical
suggestion of his homosexuality.
"It has come to me from different sources that M. de Steuben is accused of having taken familiarities with
young boys which the law forbids and punishes severely." the letler said. The dispatch further noted that
.. the clergy .... intend to prosecute him by law as soon as he may establish himself anywhere." TItat
Steuben would be hounded for homosexuality during the reign of Frederick was DO small irony, as was
Doted even by his contemporaries. A newspaper article in 1796 commented. the "abominable rumor
which accused Steuben ofa crime of suspicion of which. at another more exhalted court of that time (as
fom13l1y among the Greeks) would hardly have aroused such attention." Still. the impending scandal
forced Steuben out of Europe. As his biographer John McAuley Palmer. wrote, "Whether true or false, it
is certain the charge was made and that it was a final determining influence in sending Steuben to
America.
... When Steuben arrived in America. it was in the company of a handsome seventeen-year-old French
nobleman who served as his secretary and interpreter.

TIlE GAY REPORT
"Ideally I would like to live with my lover, ber 7-year-old girlchild. her husband, and my male lover. We
have a loving compatible pansexual quartet.
Part of the problem. as Karla ana1yzed it once in an article on "Surviving Gay CoupJedom, .. is that in a
same-sex community every person is a potential sex partner (not just 50% as in male/female
relationsrups). This factor is ofteD aggravated by the small size of many local communities (except in
large cities such as New York or Los Angeles). Having only small numbers of women to choose from
often means that a lesbian has to break an existiJ1g couple to find herself a partner. Thus, the lack of a
pool of available women may create a tense situation in some instances.

MY COUNTRY, MY RIGHT TO SERVE
It was wonderful being surrounded by all those men in basic training. but gee, I didn't qu.ite know how to
explain it It was lilce having a field day. I suppose.
In the Enlisted Men's Club, the john was very attractive and guys would meet in there to have sex. If not
right there, out somewhere, out in the fields. in the pitch dark. You could have a new experience every
five minutes.
I mean, it was heaven for a gay person...

said. "Suck me, Fuck me, but
don't kiss me - 'cause that would make me queer."
Everything seemed so open during those years. One time, I found a friend between the barracks passed
oul, just lying there. I tried to wake him and pick him up, but I was in no condition to do much of either.
So, I undid his pants, and went down on his peepee.
J had sex without exaggeration, with 99 pera;nt of the guys in my barracks.
I was riding high and having all the £eX I could possibly have wanted. Guys were making bets when a
new airman came into the squadron of how long it was going to take before that person ended up in my
In fact, I don't think I ever met a Marine I didn't fuck .... Alot of Marines

room.
I think it sent a message to me that I could do whatever I wanted to do and there would be little or no
punishment.
By them investigating and getting involved in the AIDS crisis, in the process they're going to learn and
are already learning that these guys are just normal sailors.. squids, jarheads, or GIs. They're just like
everybody else.
I remember that gtupid question about my sexuality, and I lied through my teeth. I mean, "Have you ever
bad any homosexual oootacts or experience; is a horribly open question. and if people answer truthfully,
at least according to Kinsey, a lot of heterosexuals wouldn't be in the military.
Because from day one, everyone knew I was a dyke, and I got a lot of resentment and problems from other
women in the platoon .... or just plain avoidance. especially in the showers.
I met this one woman... and thaI was kind of tense because her lover.. .1 didn't know about it at the time
was an E-6 in the Anny .... when she did find out, she came back and threatened to kHi me.
The straight people in the barracks who were homophobic treated lesbians like they were lepers.
I laid real low for a while, and then started seeking out the "tearoom" scene. The train stations were real
good sources for that kind of stuff. I'd always known it was against the rules.
Leo, the guy I was dating, was sitting on my lap. We were stroking, caressing, and kissing in front of the
other pany guests-the same thing any othc.r two people in love might do.
I worked extra and helped in-process new recruits, so I saw everybody who came into my squadron, the
new trainecs ... a perfect chance to check them all out-and I did! There was one point in time when the
whole bay, the whole dormitory bay. was almost gay-probably twenty people.
It was a perfect place to meet, greet, wed and bed the gay gals.
We had just gotten married about six months before I was called in [for QuestioningJ. He was a good
friend and knew I was gay. We were really best friends and we had gotten married as a cover for me.
My lover and L.we decided we wanted to have a family. So I was artificially inseminated. I felt it was
none of their damn business bow I got pregnant. Of course, it's also a good cover.
Homosexuals are like heterosexuals in being seleclive in their choice of partners. in observing rules of
privacy, in oonsidering appropriateness of time and place, in connecting sexuality with lender sentiments.
and so on ..
GAY SEX

Sometimes. Quickie sex must occur in cramped Quarters.
A good tuck can get messy.
If you're fucked by a man who is infected with Jijv. .. h.is semen can easily be absorbed into your
body ... this is the most common way for the AIDS virus to be sexually transmitted.
The man doing the fucking can get infected ifhe's not wearing a condom ... through small cuts or sores in
his penis.
BATIIS....for uninhibited sex with no emotional attachment. The best way to find a gay bath in your are
is to check a gay guidebook, watch for ads in a gay newspaper, or simply ask someone who knows the
scene.
Men go to baths for impersonal sex.
Some men will have sex with several partners during the course of the evening.
BEACHES. Most large beaches have a gay section. .. gay men at the beach will tend to be younger... some
arc looking foe sex.. which ususually takes place in a secluded area of trees or shrubbwy.

Bisexual men are aa:u.sed of spreading AIDS from the gay ghetto (0 the "mainstream" heterosexual world.
BOOKSTORE, GAY ... boothes in the back.. where men can mee! for anonymous sex.
CASUAL SEX ... no expectation of ongoing realationship. Many gay men. at some period in their lives,
engage in casual sex.
In the early 1980's, researchers hypothesized that promiscuity caused AIDS. Men with numerous
panners simply had more opportunities to be exposed to AIDS.
CONSENT. Man sex-positive individuals believe that any sexual activity between two consenting people
is moral and ethical. and should be legal.
Others...the North American Man/Boy Love Association, believe that imergenerationaJ sex is fine. and
that all age of consent laws should be abolished.
CRU1SING.(Loobng for a sex partner, in a public area).
Gay bars, gay baths, gay pride march, gay neighborhood cafe.
EXHIBmONlSM...the act of shocking an unsuspecting individual. often in public.
This theme of sex that's Dot actually private. but where no one seems lile.ely to see it, appeals to draw
many

men.

"So we walked over to the woods, and made love from a spot where we could watch the group."
In a less sex-oegative culture., cxhibilionism might be legal. While it would seem to involve a nonconsenting parmer... the objection seems to reflect a strong anti-sex bias.
FETISHES ... yet. other fetishes include uniforms.
FlSTING.(lnserting the entire hand into a panner's rectum. Also commonly called fist-fucking or
bandballing. )
FisLing can damage the rectal wall...perforations happen in roughly one of every 2,000 fistings. In the
event of a tear, you must gel prompt medical attention. Without it. fecal mailer will leak into the rest of
your body, resulting in peritonitis and a painful death.
HANDKERCHIEF CODE.(A way of defining one's se,,-ual interests by means ora colored handkerchief.)
HOME MOVIES.Never photograph sexual activity involving anyone under eighteen. l!'s all too easy to
end up in jail.
HOTLINE.Most hoilioes could tell you ... the legal age of consent in your state.
JEALOUSY Gay men seem to be far less sexua1ly posssessive than heterosexuals or lesbians. When asked
if they would be bothered wen: their partnersto have sex with someone else. only 35% of the gay men said
..yes" .... we·ve learned that sex and love can be separated.
Jl0 CLUBS With the advent of AIDS. a few cities have seen the birth of a new institution: the Jack:-Off
(110) Club.
110 PARIT This too is a new phenomenon. and the structure is still evolving. Typically it starts with a
small group of uninhibited friends, bo rely on word of mouth to expand their circle. Rarely will they
charge admission - thai could invite legal trouble of various sons - but you may be encouraged to make a
contribution to offsel cost. Some J/O panies double as fund-raisers, asking attendees for donations to a
particular organization.
MAIL Never respond 10 any ads for erotic alerial that features males under the age of
consent.... Government agents have posed as ind..ividuaJs, and as businesses. in an effon to make arrests.
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Going Straight
Before you ban it, try readinK it: The Advocate isn't what you think
By Linda Vnccnricllo
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his month's issue of AlJlIODlT.E'JlfEN is ded~~~_
icated to the men of the United States
)~i:~;!t:y.;·
3nned."If> forc~ our · Wlian4 'sexy hovs in
~~ .
UnifQrriL LOoking hack on a year, in ~hi~
Bill Clinton beiit over backward to end the ban' on gays in' the
"Y.
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. military and then went down on his knees ll\ defeat, a year in
. '. " :;',::which an alleged 500 marines were 'involvea in a gay-porn
~}ilID-p~p'uction spmdal af Camp Pendleton, we felt the need
'to do a theme issue for the first rime in many (bare) moons.
There's just something aboUt a man in a un.ifo~ and the warrior's uniform is the
most aUuring one of all (no offense.. aU you hunky firemen and UPS delivery guys and
even some of you cops-we love you too). Picture a bare-chested young sailor in his
whiter-than-white (and tighter-than-tight) bell- bottoms, working up a sweat as he
swabs the deck. Kind of makes you break out in a sweat too, doesn't it? And war may
be helL but it's also sexy as hell when you've got two or three hot, dirry soldiers
crammed into a foxhole made for one. Didn't you ever wonder why they call them
grunts? Tom Cruise and Val Kilmer and Sam Shepard and Ed Hams and Scott Glenn
and Dennis Quaid " , Ott, sorry-just thinking about ainnen, those flight suits, those
long, long zippers.
But let's face it-this year's sexiest branch has to be the few, the proud, the ever-loving videogenic US, Marine Corps. With the titillating news from Camp Pendleton
adding fresh luster to their long-standing erotic cachet., the jarheads just bIe\\-' everybody else out of the water. Oops! Did I say "blew'[
So this early valentine to Sam Nunn is for you, every lover of a man in uniform. We
hope they don't ask, and God knO\-\'S we don't plan to telL but one thing that goes
beyond saying is this: There's something about a man in a uniform, and there's even
more when he takes that uniform off'.
-FredGoss
Managing Edl/or
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ago while In the Navy, I met somebody. We became friends very
quickly, We are both gay, bart at
times he denies It or won't admit It.
I find my friend very attractive and
would love to have a relationship
with him. However, I realize that In
some of my past
relationships, I
have gotten
too dominant
and aggre&:
slve.1 have
told him how I
feel, but he
claims he's
not Interested In blonds.
Howeve/, he
recently had
a boy-
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friend who was blond. I have reason
to believe that my friend may just
be afraid of me.
This guy has a sexy body. We
have shared fantasies, dreams, and
dalres about other men, and we've
become very close. Now I am out of
the Navy (by choice). I have written
to my friend dozens of times, but I
have gotten no response. One of my
letters was retumed by the post
office with his new address on It. He
Is In the brig (mllttary prison). I have
tried wrttlng to him there, but I get
no reply.
Do you think the guards aren't
letting him receive my letters, or Is
he trying to tell me to buzz off? My
feelings for him are very deep. Since
he hasn't sincerely told me no, I'm
just wondering If he was holding
back or really meant no. Should I
even bother with him or carry on as
I have been dOing?
I think vou are so caught up in your
fantaSIes ahout this man that you
have allowed yourself to d.rift a little far from realiP,'. Let"s look at
this rationally: When somebody rells you he isn't interested in you, it's usually a
good idea to rake that at
fact' value and just accept
it. Sometimes the excuses
peop'le give are rather lame,
so if you argue with them
or apply other kinds of
pre5sure, you can occasionally gel a reluctant
friend to give in and have sex
"'ith you. But this is not my idea
of a good time. It usually causes a
lot of resentment Most of us need
to kno ..... that the person we are sleeping with .....ants us as much as we wanr
hiro. Otherwise there's bound to be
jealousy, insecuriry. and anger. These
feelings will have to be expressed
sooner or later. perhaps with violence.
Furthermore, your friend is in
prison. There is probably no way for
you to find out if he is gerring his mail
withOUT ipending a lot of money on
attorneys. But whar kind of re!acionship can you have with somebody
who is trapped in the brig? If this
guy had really been your friend he
would have let you know how much
trouble he WilS in.
I think you ought to focus your
arrention elsewhere. Get a reliable
110 TAT(

1t//~/q3

gay guide' and estabh$h a social life
where ~iOU'ft:' U\-Lng nol'l. In the future
pay mort' anemian to y,'h:u people teU
vou. There's nothing. wroll/:< with
being: domilldnl alld aggressive as
long as you s~k OUI other men who
like and enjoy those qualities.

The advice you

gave to the man who met someone
who makes four times the Income
he does [Issue 26) was Interesting.
However, there could be another
point of view. I erew up as an only
child In a dysfunctional blue-collar
family where money was always
tight. As a result I found It very dl~
cult to spend money on myself.
When I did I felt guilty.
Then I met George. Not only was I
head over heels In love wtth him,
but he was an attorney from an
emotionally healthy white-collar
family. We had a lot In common and
wanted to move In together. But he
made four times my salaryl I loved
him, but I told myself that It wasn't
going to work out..
We did move In together, and we
spent a lot of time talking about
money. We went on vacations,
made home Improvements, and did
other things that cost a lot.
paid most of the bills, and I
Increasingly guilty and angT)
because I couldn't spend as
as he COUld.
Then I went Into therapy. I
aplst helped me to understar,
my upbringing caused me to ;
guilty about receiving gifts. I
supposed to be a worklng-cla:
and pay my own way all the tJ
That mlnd-set prevented me fr
really being with George. It
vented me from accepting exp
slons of love If they came In th"
fonn of gifts, dinners, vacations,
and so on.
Things are much better now,
George and I stili talk a lot about.
money, but I've come to realize that
It's OK for me to pay what I think Ia
reasonable, It's not how much I ply
that's Important, /t's being comfortable with my Income and myself,
I've also learned to accept and
enjoy lecelvlng things from George.
As a result we've grown closer, and
George and I are now heading

au

••

gasped. -aut Mister_Colonel
1've never done this

before! He didnl care. In
the darkness of the alley, I
could SliD see the fire in his
eyes. With his hands on my
shoulders, he pushed me to my
knees before him - and there it
was. I was face-to-f8Ce with his biQ.
throbbtng cock.
I was scared. ThIs biQ Army

cificer was drunk and fully capeble ci beatlno me up. Also. I felt a
JX)Werful feeling. an ~ac:tion so
stronQ. I could hardly catch my

breath.

For some strange reason I

wMlted him to make me do somedirty. And there It was. His
zipper was pulled down and out ol
those oreen uniform trousers stuck
a huge cock with a reddish-purple
head. so big and hard. it Jutted
alrDc»1 straight up.
Even though 1. wen. wanted to.
I couldn\ quite bring myself to
touch Il Almost coquett1shly, I
gripped his ~ - his inner thigh
near his open zipper and that
huge penis.
He )at out his breath in a big
QTUnt. and I feh him tighten his ~
musdes. ·Uck ll" he whispered.
I bent my head down scared

thi~
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lne AcaDemy Present

~'Academy

.Training
Part 1

HOT STRAIGHT-GUY BONDAGE Three hot ac:enea
featu,lng st,algnt uniform Jocks being bound and
punished. Filmed entirely at the world famous
Academy In SI. Louis, this video Inc:ludes Manhunt,
Foul Play and MllitiJry Justice. Prlsone,s tied In thel,
cella, fo-otbaliloek bondage. military guys gottlng
bound, beaten and hanged.

'~.soDle

or the besL bonda.ge I've ever seen Jr.

8.
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Analysis of Interview with Mr. Steffan
by Mary Ann Humphrey in
My Country, My Right to Serve (pp. 235-243)

e .

Analysis of Interview ~ith Mr. Joseph Steffan
by Mary AnDIJIumphrey in
My Country, My Right to Serve (pp. 23-5-243)
\.by
Judith Reisman, Ph.D.
The Institute For Media Education I
The following comments are in response to a request by AMICI for an evaluation
of the publicly recorded statement of Mr. Joseph Steffan in the book cited above .

•

•

I am a Fellow in the National Association for Research and Therapy of
Homosexuaity, with a background in sexual "science" research and in case studies of
homosexual self identification and homosexuality and the media. Mr. Steffan's statement
as written, seemed typical of much homosexual conduct, reflecting obsessive compulsive
sexual conduct with inevitable outcomes in the legal system. Mr. Steffan's claim to have
entered the military without any knowledge of his own homosexuality is given without
evidence and on its face raises many questions. Few people enter into homosexual
conduct without an early experience having impressed upon them the notion of their
homosexuality. In his decision to enter what he saw as an "elite" organization, Mr.
Steffan seems prepared to live a double life, typical of the extant data on homosexuality
and confinned in our own Advocate analysis addressed elsewhere in this subm.ission. Mr.
Steffan's admission of homosexual feelings prior to his sophomore year and later remarks,
strongly suggest homosexual involvement prior to his joining the Academy.

Mr. Steffan reveals behavioral indicators consistent with the homosexual literature;
his secret, reckJess sexual adventures during his Academy years reflecting a tendency
toward deception and impaired judgment. For a man in a leadership position pointing
toward nuclear submarines with extraordinary responsibilities, such impairment is of grave
military and public concern. It is common for those engaged in a secretive double life to
understate and minimize their illegal activity and lying is prevalent for those experiencing
compulsive, risky sex addictive behavior. He seems unable to integrate the idea that other
men could have gone through years in the service wrthout acting out sexually. Chastity
does not appear to be entertained as a alternative nor workable behavioral option.
While one cannot claim it is honorable behavior to lie, especially to ones superiors,
such conduct is conunon in the personal sexual activity discussed and advertised in The
Advocate, What could fairly be called Mr. Steffan's anonymous and (no mention of
condom use), it seems, unsafe sex activity involved other military men, representing
habitual disregard for law and authority, lacking military subordination, temperance and
fidelity to the Navy standard. The Navy invested time and resources to ensure that Mr.
I

Dr. ludith Reisman, President of The Institute for Media Education, is a fellow of the National

Association for Research and Therapy ofHomosexuaJity (NARTIi). NARTII's area of focus is group
therapy; individual therapy; the AIDS patient; AIDS prevention; child therapy; (pre~homosexual
syndrome); countertIansference of cx~gay lherapist~ lesbianism; couples: (the married homosexual
0~)·

1

Steffan would represent the finest of Naval virtue and character. Becoming engaged in
sodomy is illegal in the Navy. Based lipan my research and Mr. Steffan's admissions,
"some". sexual activity understates his culpability.
,
'.
Among the Advocate men, 97% sought multiple partners and condomless AIDSefficient sex. On page 237 orhis statement, Steffan not only indicates that he had had sex
with nonmilitary people, but that he engaged sexually' with other midshipmen. Mr. Steffan
seems to have a minimum grasp of moral judgment, believing it was pertinent that he
committed his crimes off rather than on base. We have no knowledge of the military
stature of Mr. Steffan's numerous partners. We have no knowledge of whether seduction
or intimidation was involved. Mr. Steffan implicated other midshipmen in his crimes,
which forced these young men to further violate virtue, honesty, fidelity and faithfulness
by lying about their activity. To displace his guilt, Mr. Steffan cites heterosexual,
generative men as doing the same thing. But one is not excused from stealing, lying and
committing sodomy, etc., just because other people do. (Indeed, many people do not.)
Instead, Mr. Steffan betrays and besmirches his comrades apparently because he was
caught.

.

Mr. Steffan's comments about his sexual activity describe.&-the typical homosexual
character in our findings. He engages in risky sex with anonymous, AIDS.productive
partners. He announces that he copulates with men who make eye contact with him,
without any control, as an animal in heat. Again., this fits our research findings in the
Advocate and the prototypical profile of the homosexual male. Steffan is a case study of
homosexual conduct in the military (copulating under benches and such in a high risk ~./
disease environment) and this can be anticipated. He has revealed significant truths, eye
contact is all that was necessary to initiate sodomy_ Should a young woman have sex with
every man who made a "nonverbaJ" eye contact with her, she would, with some cause, be
seen as psychosexually impaired and in need of help .

. Also in keeping with the data, Mr. Steffan said his intercourse was often with
those you "don't know'" and which never «happened again with that individuaJ."
Anonymous and risky sex is known, in the prpfessions. as a male homosexual prototype,
many speciaJists in homosexual reparative therapy argue, because of self revulsion, shame
and contempt. Mr. Steffan maintains that he never has sex with the same man twice, yet,
cites a fear of AIDS. The data, however, do not support fidelity and it is well documented
that maJe homosexua1 ties are seldom maintained.
There is a recurring theme of attacking others who did not accept his promiscuous
sexual character, especially disturbing when he calls into question the protester's own
sexuality and castigates them as "homophobic" without any view of some fonn of
legitimacy in their concerns. And these concerns are really quite fair since the data find
seduction of "straight" and vulnerable men to be common within this population. The
seduction of "straight men" has a good deal of coverage in the gay press and is found
often in The Advocate. In fact, the data find that 97% of homosexuals are looking for men
who appear to be "straight." One can anticipate from men experiencing reckless sexual

2

/.

compulsions, a pattern of seduction of o\hers- more so should homosexuality be further
legitimized.
,
Mr.' Steffan'-' felt that 10% ofNav.al midshipmen were homosexual although the
research finds 1-2% of males homosexual. Mr. Steffan's emotional impression is
problematic, as much as it is unrealistic, for one with the responsroilities and the duties of
command. Those suffering from sexual addiction commonly misread their environment as
~ypererotic, and Mr. Steffan may believe that every-one-in-ten men he meets or has eye
contact with are potentially interested in sex with him. The idea that he wants to have sex
with others is not surprising for a young man, but men under authority must be disciplined
enough to control and master their passions, especially if they expect to be charged with
protecting and guarding the lives of others. A man with hypersexual needs will be
strongly driven to take action against the institutions and the laws which would constrain

him.
This calls into question further Mr. Steffan's good judgment. His sex drive is intense
enough and a large enough part of his identify that he risked destroying his own Naval
career, something he says he has worked toward all of his young life for momentary sex
acts with unknown men who he will not see a second time. If Mr. Steffan would risk all
for what many experts would define as anonymous sex, what else wou1d one expect him
to risk, when it would involve another's life? I would not recommend to any mother that
she risk her son under Mr. Steffan's command. :His habitual pattern of criminal sexual
violations suggest a narcissistic personality which is incompatible with virtue and good
judgment.

)
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The last few weeks were very painful for him. Things were going on in
the outside world over those last eight weeks
that I was oblivious to. I
\
spent every spare moment in the hospital. I'm now, only two weeks after
his death, finaJly getting a grip on things, aga'in.
',I have had a hard time understanding 'why the gods sent me the' best
person'l ever loved in my life, and now, in the blinking of an eye, he's
gone. It's like, "When will this ever end?" The heart-wrenching part of
it is that somebody I might fall in love with again will be in the same
situation and I'll have to watch him die. That part is very difficult for me
right now, There's not an hour that goes by that somebody doesn't remind
me of Mark. My whole enthusiasm grinds down, Where is the justice?
Superficially, I have never accep.ted the fact that I was a convict. I
don't feel like an ex-con. I don't feel like I'm a felon even though legally
I am. I don't think those are labels I use to describe myself. The only
time it bothered me was when I came out here to do job hunting .. , ,
Being on parole ... anywhere outside the parole district. I had to have
written permission, I will have to wait about seven years before any federal court will even consider dropping the felony charges, I mean, I can',
even vote because I'm a felon! For being gay! I spent nine months lata :
confinement to the dav, with six of those being in Leavenworth. I was 0
parole from March until September of 1988, for a total sentence of eig hteen months. For beinR gay!

L
I

I

"I was the only midshipman ever in the history of the Academy !O
that. to sirlg ... I was the Dnly persun ever 10 sing the national Qlu h_
at the Army-Navy games, twice. People recognized me."

JOSEPH STEFFAN

.-

Age 25, U.S. Naval Academy, 1983-87, dl,-'---",six weeks before graduation. Present "'"..-.~.-.~
computer sales.

involved in things like stud - president of the student council my senior year, .
class, voted most likely to succeed, and all the S L

the Naval Academy looked lor in a midshipman. I pretty much fit all the
criteria that they were cdtainly looking for as far as success in high
school was concerned. r was also co-salutatorian of my graduating class
with something like a 98.8 average throughout my high school career. So
in 1983, after I received rri.y appointment from my ccmgressman, I entered
the Naval Academy.
I wanted to do something meaningful and felt the military service
would serve that purpose. The Academy itself provided a very elite, exciting chance to compete with the finest people in my generation, both
academically and physically. I also entertained the thought that with an
Academy education and naval military background, I would be fairly free
to do whatever I wanted to in life.

Midshipman Second Class Steffan,
u.s. Naval Academy, 15)8]. singing the
national anthem at Army-Na~'y Game

I was always on the go. I got involved in three choirs and eventually
took on leadership positions. I felt my time was really very constrained.
I learned early on that the Academy was a very homophobic institution,
and just about any naval officer, except for a few thoughtful individuals. would speak of gays for use in target practice. They expect fairly
high-ranking officers to make sexual orientation jokes, because they know
that the military supports that kind of thing. It's basically discrimination, and it's something that no one would ever dare talk about supportively, because it was so well ingrained that the military was against it,
that even coming out in favor of ~ome type of openness, being open about
it, about discussing the issue, was considered grounds for suspicion.
Freshman are called plebes, derived from the word plebeian, and they
are baSically considered scum individuals. The core of the first-year experience is to place the maximum amount of stress on an individual to
see whether or not he can make it. Once you make it through your first
year, it's perceived that you have the ability to make it through the remaining three years. And so the plebes lead a very regimented life. It's
immediately understood that academic 'requirements like chemistry and
some very difficuh courses confront a freshman. He must deal with that
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as well as this very, very strict. regimer\ted lifestyle and the extra memo
orization that is forced upon him. This is' intended to maximize the mental and emotional stress of the individual. That's the whole philosophy.
£0 essentially see who breaks under pressure the first year, so toat the
remaining years can be a time of investing in the individual.
I tecall. _as a plebe, we were forced.to jog in no-degree temperatures,
wearing- plastic rain gear, while holding our M-l rifles out horizontally
away from Our bodies. We continued 10 jog, brought our rifles down, and
then held the rines out again for forty-five seconds at a time. This ridiculous activity actually didn't stop until the individual directly behind me
passed out and went into convulsions. I was involved in specific efforts
that changed the indoctrination system. I was instrumental in rewriting,
as a junior, the plebe indoctrination manual. Along with the basic hazing,
there was also a great deal of negative attitude toward women, even
when I started in 1983. The Academy changed a lot over the space of my
four years .... By the time I was to graduate. there was enough ingrained
support from the brigade that the women's issue was not really one that
was particularly foremost in people's minds. I think that it sort of died
away to some extent.
My feelings of homosexuality resurfaced during my sophomore year,
but it was not something that I felt I could actively pursue without putting myself at great risk. I decided I couldn't afford to be involved with
my sexual feelings, whatever they might be, because it was too risky, and
I'd invested so much in the Academy, that I didn't want to get kicked out
for something that stupid. So I basically wasn't involved much dUrin]
my Academy years, mainly by my own choosin2', I did have a few experiences. but they werefew and far between and very, very secretive, conservative. Cenainly none of the horror stories I've heard about footbal
players with their girlfriends in their room and things like that.
On occasion, they would have a remale midshipman girlfriend and have
frequent sexual encounters in the hall or whatever, which was extremely
taboo. So there was pl~nty of sex going on if! the halls. Probably not
much of it was homosexual because of the double risk involved. I mean,
if you were caught having sex in the hall, you were certainly in big trouble, and you may have had to take a year off and serve in the fleet for a
year, but it you were gay and caught, you were out. I mean, there are no
questions asked. In my case, the situations I did encounter tended to be
with ot~r midshipmen in non.Academy SJJITollodings.
We went on many trips over the years, with all the involvemer.r choir and performance. It was usually on those occasions that I had
secret contacts-something you'd never do on the Academy grou . ds . .
was just too risky. You could sort of tell by how someone looked 21
or how long they made eye contact. I think men are very sensiti\'e ~o , ::, especially if you don't know them. You start to pick up Jittle t
that. It was something that just happened. nonverbally, and in , ;c

it never happened again with that individual. because of the risk factor
involved.
.
I finally acce~ted the fact that I was gay and was not going to change,
which probably,occurred during my junior year. I had made the acceptance after a 10t\ of conflict as.a sophomore, and by the time I was a
junior, I reali~ed I was gay. There were even certain groups who tried to
find out, just
get you kicked out. Yeah, there was a lot of that there.
probably because they were trying to cover up their own sexual uncertainties. I think a lot of that is covered up by supermachojsm. I'm sure
that 10 percent of the midshi men at the Academ
n'l
ou t t at at
Overall, people liked me as a person and my involvement in other
activities as well. I had decent grades and had performed very well as a
plebe, being consistently ranked among the highest people in my company and squad. When I was a second class or a junior midshipman, I
was selected as the regimental commander, which was basically someone
who commanded half of the entire junior class. 1 was one step below the
highest-ranking midshipman in my class. Then I became a battalion commander and commanded one sixth of the entire brigade. There's a lot of
power struggle involved, and certainly my involvement with the glee club
and singing the national anthem didn't hurt my position.
I was nationally televised, during my sophomore and senior years,
while singing the national anthem. I was the only midshipman ever in
the history of the Academy to do that, to sing ... I was the only person
ever to sing the national anthem at the Army-Navy games, twice. People
recognized me. In fact. when my story hit the Academy, it was hard for
my friends to realize what was going on. Even my closest friends, even
my roommates. were outright and honestly shocked. I guess I was so well
known and well thought of that "I couldn't be gay," which was a normal
statement for someone to have made coming from that environment. I
spent three years with one roommate, who throughout that entire tim~
never had even the slightest suspicion that I was gay-which was exactly
my point. What difference did it make? I never caused any moral decline.
He never knew!
It all came out during the last half of my senior year, an d I !'ea U;.-e
now that 1 probably trusted more people than I should have. It was pr
ably because 1 felt so ~9nfident in my position and it was I}e~ :E@ '-'
uation that I actually even considered confiding in n few ~ -... f ·about my feelings. I basicaUy told three people, those rb4i: ,_ """"'~.=-:;::..=
my closest friends. My understanding is that one of -t
confided in another friend and so on, until the aami ' ~'
I mean it was a big deal. I was a battalion COt f.l:tlI~=...
highest-ranking midshipmen at the Academ y. ;. ....""'.~,....~
told could keep this secret. and they did exe.e:; _~ . share it with someone because it was sa
..
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you; I guess I made the wrong decision at that time, but it seemed more
than I could hold inside.
Graduation was only two months away when I found out I was being
investigated by the nayal equh'alent of the FBI. At that point I realized I
was in 'big trouble, so I went to the chief of chaplains at the Academy, to
see what I could do. I was honest with him and told him that I was gay
but hadn't done anything to bring dishonor to the Academy. He didn't
really give me a lot of direction but did agree that if they were at the
point of invl::sligaling me, they would find something to disallow me from
graduating.
The commandant said, "Yes, it is true, I'm not going to let him graduate, and I won't allow him to continue until graduation. We're going to
kick him out." If I had all of the knowledge I do today, I would have
realized that they didn't have enough to kick me out. They could not have
kicked me out based entirely on the very small rumor-type informallon
that they had gathered. If I had just kept m~' mouth shut. denied it. I
would in all certainty have graduated. But I was s0 5cared. Definile panic.
J felt like I was in control of my emotions and things like that. but I
needed to plan, to figure out what they knew. Getting kicked out as a
very high ranking midshipman was extremely upsetting. so I went about
trying to figure out how the effects of this could be minimized.
I talked to the legal adviser at the Academy and tried to get a meeting
with the superintendent, who was the highest-ranking officer of the entire
Academy complex. I was going to appeal to his sense of humanity, saying,
"My God, I'm only six weeks from graduation.Lye dgne nothing wrong,
I've been an exemplary midshipman. At least let me grad'uate anu gel my
diploma." They didn't let me see him, but the commandant said, "Are
you willing to state that you're a homosexual?" I said, "Yes. 1 am." Then
he asked, "Well. what do you want to do now?" So I said, "I guess I'll
just have to leave." From that point in time, everything was put in motion
for my dismissal. With no chance to speak 'with the superintendent, it
came down to a question of how fast they were going to get rid of me.
Once I realized I was going to be kicked out. I called my closest friends
together and said, 'Ihis is the situation: I'm getting kicked out because
I'm gay, and it doesn't look like there is anythmg I can do about it." They
were all very supportive, even more so than I had imagined. They all
considered it really a tragedy, which it was. I also realized that when the
story broke, I was going to be in physical danger-at least I perceived
that-so I wanted to be prepared for that as well. That's when I began
remembering those rumors about the blanket parties and things like 7
that. ...
The day after r had told the commandant, that same e\"ening, I planned
a meeting of my staff-I had about five staff people working under me at
the time. I told them 'what was going on. I said, "Hey, I'm going to be
kicked out because I admitted that I'm gay. There were no other people
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involved, and there were no acts involved." My whole reaso, for
thls was basically sirdple. I wanted to have a group of peop le kn..:n : r:..e
complete story so that. when the actual rumors started breaking, the, e
would be people there :to tell, with authority, that they knew t he: ! .
Fortunately, that a;c;,!ually turned out to be very, very effecth'c, wh- h
allowed them to dispel and defuse the rumors. By noon, everyone 2.': !heAcademy knew the entire story.
•
Thank God I had called those people together, because rumors started
Oying everywhere by early morning. But by noon all of the rumors preny
much had been cQmpletely quelled, and everyone knew the truth. Had I
not done that, the rumors would have been explosive and the most popular rumor would have reigned, so I fdt it was something that was very
well handled. I-felt proud that 1 had managed to be that organized about
my own dismissal. but you know. it's rather ironic, but I guess I also
demonstrated quite nicely how a well-prepared officer, which I had aspirations of being, responded under the most adverse of situations. After
all, wasn't that what they were training me for in the first place? But
wow, I did all that, and I was gay to boot! Strange twist ...
I was moved to another room at the Academy, away from the hall, in
an area where teams stayed when they came to visit, I had my own little
steel cot, similar to the furnishings in a prison cell. I was basically allowed LO come and go as I pleased until they could get the appropriate
boards together. The total board action was a two-stage process, the per·
formance board and the academic board. I had straight A's and B's on
my military performance throughout my four years at the Academy, but
it just so happens that homosexuality falls into the performance area. By
the Academy's definition, anyone who is g2} is incapable of performing
in the military, so despite everything I had accomplished from a military .
performance standpoint, it was null and \ole. I was brought in front of
this board and told. "You are incompetent for performance, and we are
recommending that you be reviewed by the academic board." But really,
it was like, "Hey, everything else is irrelevant, so we're going to recommend you for discharge anyway. no matter what is said."
During the board, 1 was allowed to make a statement. I made a brief
statement saying, "I've been a good midshipman. I haven't done anything
wro~g. It's true that I'm gay, but Lw~sn't inYQlved with anybod-lJ nor
has 1t affected my performans.e. as vahdated by the documentation you
have before you. I think that I've given a tremendous amount of my dedication and hard work to the Academy, and I don't think it's too much to
ask that I be alJowed to graduate." I realized. as I was speaking those
words, that there was no way they were going to let me graduate. My
words fell on deaf ears. The superintendent, who was in charge of the
academic board, was there, as well as the commandant. Their only goal
was to kick me out, and they really had no thought whatsoever toward
my own personal feelings or my future, for that matter. Of course, this
action did not in any way justify the thousands of dollars spent on my
240 Post- Vietnam Years and the Present
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Excerpts from "The Queen's Vernacular"
The Homosexual Lexicon
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f you accept cultural anthropologist Franz Boas' dictum that
"Language is culture," then you'll agree that The Queens'
Vernacular is not only first-rate lexicography, but also an
important contribution to the history of American culture.
Having made that pronouncement, let me quiCkly add
that this book is not ~scientific" or "scholarly"' In the academic sense; nor Is it definitive or objective. Its author does
not even draw any conclusions about his work, except to say
that it is Mlinguistically nonapologetic."
It is an admittedly random, passionately gathered and
meticulously collated compendium of the current "sianguage" of a very large group of people who are members
(part- or furttime) of the homosexual community. Ills the resuH of
years of interviews with hundreds of informants whom Bruce Rodgers sought out in bars, steam baths, dance halls, public johns and
on street comers. He did not have at his disposal a team of field
workers or researchers or editors,. nor did he have a foundation
grant to underwrite his labors. He had only his own energy and uncommon zeal. This book is the impressive result.
The most felicitous speech in our language often goes by the
cliche "The King's English." A play on words might have suggested
we call this book ''The Queen's English," but what we have here is
not 8 dictionary of proper speech but rather. 8 lexicon of actual
speech: the vernacular, the street language; rough crude and vulgar, but also wit1y, self-deprecating and pointedly revealing in the
way that only the common speech of a traditionally oppressed minority can be.
There is an easy but sound parallel between the gay subculture
and the black subculture, and between the use of the words "nigger"
and "queen" or "faggot.'· I remember B book published in the late
1950s called A Jazz Lexicon, which purported to be a lexicon of the
vernacular of jazz musicians. It was an interesting and worthy
effort. for it documented for the first time many of the slang words
associated with the use of marijuana, cocaine,
heroin and other
w
drugs; street terms such as "motherfucker : and a variety of other
now fam i liar slang words. As one ent ie poi nted out at t he time, however, ,it was actually a lexicon of black language. If the author had
been a jazz musician or had been personally Involved with the people whose language he was documenting, he might have called his
book something like "Nigger Talk: A Partial Lexicon of Black
Speech." What he in fact compiled was the vemacular of the alienated black subculture as it surfaced among jazz musiCians, black
and white. Since the book appeared, however, our consciousness
of (and respect for) the separate life and language of the majority
of black people has risen considerably.
The same historical changes will probably be true of the gay
subculture. Many people would no doubt agree with Merle Miller's
observation that the Ga~ Liberation Movement is presently at about
the same pOint as the (;ivil Rights Movement in, say, 1957: Stili
oppressed and heavily discriminated against both legally and
socially, but also a highly fractionaJized movement, parts of which
(like their middle class black counterparts in the,!50s) would prefer
to forget that there are any differences between gays and straights.
They are opposed by the more militant gays who insist that they be
accepted without necessarily being assimilated. I was impressed
when reading The Oueens' Vernacular by the large number of
homosexual slang 1erms-many of them now part of the general
Slang-which were coined in the 19505. It was 8 decade during
which 8 great many gays "came out," acknow!edging their homosexuality at least among fellow homosexuals. It was also a period
which saw the rapid growth of gay bars and ghettos In many of the

which this new commumty identlhed.
There i~ a great deal of a~bivalenl feeling among !;lays about
what IS or IS not a part of thelf culture, and that ambivalence is
reflected in their language. The word "queen" for example, was
originally coined by heterosexuals as derogatory slang for Ihe more
outrageously effeminate homosexual; the grand, haughty, often
comic "screaming queen" who is stili the Stepan Fetchit of the gay
community. The term has, over the years, become as important a
pari 01 the gay vernacular as has the word "nigger" among blacks,
and it reflects the same historical linguistic process: The proud
adoption of a pejorative as the badge of membership. As with nigger,
the term remains loaded. 11 is all right lor one homosexual to call
another a queen, but It is definitely not all right for a straight person ignorant of the gay subculture to use the term in front of gays.
The Queens' Vernacular IS unlike any published work on the
subject of homosexuality. It is a book about words, those previously
agreed-upon symbols for recognizing things and actions. The more
pri .... ate the words, the fewer the number of people who pre.... iously
ha....e agreed upon their meanings. And the deeper the recognition.
All of us speak English But how many speak Southern American or
black, junkie or gay? How deep is our recognition 01 ·'good 01' boy"
or "oreo cookie," "pusher" or "bull dyke"?
This is also a book about oppression. for words are a means by
which the oppressed deal with that condition, and with the pressure and tension that results from living a ·'secret"' lile. Much at it
is more vulgar, barbaric, cruel, racist and sexist than any speech you
will e.... er encounter, and it will shock and perhaps infuntate. But
it says a great deal about Quite a large part of our society which you
probably do not know .... ery much about and which you probably
have a strong prejudice against, whether you are straight or gay.
We belie.... e it Will enlighten you. Just as blacks ha.... e come to recognize that no matter what their income, neighborhood, .diction or
hue, they will remain "niggers" so long as white society clings to
ils racial cliches, so every homosexual who has even one toot out of
the closet knows that no matter what he says or how he acts, he will
continue to be branded a "queen" and a "Iaggot" by straight society
(and the oppressor by nature has a di fferent meaning tor hi~ words
than the oppressed). His life-including his language-will continue to be as schizophrenic as straight society insists it be.
We use words to gi .... e expression to our thoughts about our experience. The Queens' Vernacular demonstrates the imagination,
subtlety, humor, self-pity and downright masochism with which gay
people ha....e forged the common language into a means 01 communicating their experience. II deserves your attention if only because it will enrich your own language and experience immeasurably. However, it is a lexicon; it is not meant to represent the everyday speech of the majority of gay people. One would be hard put to
lind someone who speaks any slang all of the time.
"When I use a word: Humpty-Dumpty said to Alice in a rather
scornful tone, "it means exactly what I choose it to mean, neither
more nor less.
. But when I make a word do double duty, I always
pay it extra."
Douglas Mount
Straight Arrow Books

---iY"gay ~i~~g'h~~ b~~'~'~;PI~'~~d"~'~'IY' i~"~jig"h"t,
dated glossaries or in booklets, not much more
than glossaries themsel .... es. I found that many
entries were faulty Simply because the authors,
too far removed Irom the gays' community,
didn't really know what they were hearing;
they weren't using slang themselves and so
were simply wrong. They would even label
some words as .... ulgarisms, "best left undefined."
In essence, this is the book of my childhood. My early fondness for
philology led me to concei .... e a book recording the street poetry of
queens, those lively stereotypes forming yet another subculture
within the homosexual minOrity. Linguistically, the book is nonapologetic. It records, without meaning to shock or anger, overheard
pieces of Ii .... ing, fascinating slang.
Slang flourishes in the ghetto. Those who struggle to lea ....e the
ghetto shake all its language first and then decry its message. Slang
is secretive, a form of protest and an expression 01 social recognition.
Secret, because it leaves outsiders where they usually are. Yet this secretiveness is not restrictive or snobby; Anyone interested can break
the code. Slang is a tricky piece of pun acrobatics; the more subcultures one contacts, the more meanings slang words project. When the
secrecy in slang becomes an object in and of itsell, at that point slang
stops being primarily a form of communication.
Slang is social protest, used to deflate the hypocrisy of nice-sounding labels that mean nothing to the people who use them. Slang is
also the expression of the underdog-it is always aimed against the
establishment.
Because the people who use slang words most frequently in their
e....eryday speech are the economically oppYessed-blacks, chicanos,
hippies, ex-convicts, prostitutes-slang also records their desire to
obtain what they do. not have. At the same time, it is a means of identifying other members of the same ~roup, ag, goinQ up to a group of
long-haired young people and passing around a '·jomt" is more apt to
identify you as a member of their group than is suggesting that they
share a marijuana cigarette. And the relevance of slang to culture is
also evident m this example: A narcotics olficerwould ask for a '·jolnt"'
with the full knowledge of the implication 01 the word. Slang moves
from the specific to Ihe general; from the regional to the national.
Words mo.... e up and out ot usage within a group and are promptly replaced by new terms.
It is, 01 course, unwritten, and e.... en the compilation of words in
this dictionary/lexicon is only an approximation of what is currently
being spoken by gay people. Hearing another person's language- /
the essence of slang-is one of the few ways we can "get into his
head."
Gay slang, like black slang, enriches our language immeasurably.
"Camp," "straight," and ...... ibrations" were once solely gay inventions
that are today part of every hip vocabulary. Gay slang was invented,
coined, dished and shrieked by the gay stereotypes: The flaming faggots, men who look like women, flagrant wrjst~benders, the women
who don't shave their legs, aU those who lind it difficult to be accepted
for what they feel they are even within the pariah gay subculture. And
they stereotype others because they themsel ....es have been labeled
offensively: They see all Italian straights as members of the Mafia,
and they speak of Yiddishe Mamas With a knowing smirk. They over~ .. ., ...... "Ii .. co """lrti., In m:::oLtco I,,, 'nr Ih'" "I:::oi.,n",<:", thpv finti in ttlP.ir nwn

ence constantly clapping far more. It's Vegas every minutel They
jeer because they have been mocked; they retaliate with a barrage of
their own words which ridicule women, male virility, the sanctity of
marriage, everything in lile from which they are divorced.
Since they are oullawed from the comlort of most religions as
well, they have imparted a decidedly sacrilegious quality to their
slang : "bullshit" :. bishOp. "May Miss God strike you dead'" etc.
Gay slang also borrows Ire ely Irom olher languages. In the Southwest, for example, Mexican-Spanish borrOWings add variety and
richness .
Many gay militants ate avidly opposed to Ihis contrived lingo with .
which the oppressed faggot makes himself understood, and then only
to a "sister." They consider the jargon yel another link in the chain
which holds the hOmosexual enslaved. If this is Irue, then ils widespread use and complex, subtle vocabulary would seem 10 indicate
that liberation has nOI yet occurred.
It is my hope that this book will be more than a study of sex behind
the English laboratory : thaI it will spur lurtner study of homosexual
stang patterns . No study can ever be conclusive; it can however,
point the way to lurther research and more advanced analysis.
Bruce Rodgers
June 1972

Explanation

.

The entry styles In this lexicon take three forms. Most entries
are struclured as follows: .

main enlry (pronunciation key, where known, dale. derivalion;.
however, see also alternate possible deri~ation) 1. lirst de'inition and possible example 'ollowed possibly by synonyms related only to this meaning.
2. second delinition and example , elC.
Synonyms related to the whole entry .
Followed by related terms, delin itions, examples and syn~:)f~)lms .
Followed by subentries formed trom the main entry, defiOitlonS,
examples, synonyms, antonyms.
Also see ather pertinent entries.
However, some of the more substantial entries are arranged in
8 "story" format. These include e~tries s~Ch as "m~d forces.
for which the homosexual community has ItS own special vocabulary, or entries such as prison lermlnology, which is the special
vocabulary convicts and their keepers have for homosexuals and
homosexual practices. The form is as follows:
• he.dlng is explained in a story with alang interspersed throughout
.,
and defined only when doubtful. Followed by related terms not
in the story, definitions, examples and synonyms.
Also see pertinent entries.
In olher cases, both of these styleS are blended together:
m-'n entry (pronunciation key. where kno wn , dale, derivation)
Definition and possible example followed by any r~l~ted synonym, followed by story , with alang words, explaining themselves usually by the tale's context.

Abbreviation

11105

= answer

~ nl ~

Gel" German

antonym

;amp s sex reve rsal. sltiell V hu'
morous. sell mocking
cetlt •

century

cl " compare
&olloq " colloquial. well known
reglilnilily
dafec1 = dates tile user

dial " dialectal
" • equals
IIg K for example
elc " and so lofth
If'" from
II " trom previous denvilion

hetero = helarose .ual
Ie' thaI is

kwn " known in
les • lesbian uSllge
iii " literally
• • look up main en try alpt'la betically
mfld • medical terminology

narc" narcotiC

usa~

Ok • Greek
Gullah " S CatOhna Black diaieci
formed 110m English and Alncan
Gold Coasl languages.
Haw ' Hawaiian
Heb '" Hebrew
If • Irish

II z I\alian
Jap , Japanese
L " Lalln
La Creal e '< Louisiana Creole
M ~ middle, 6g ME = Middle
English
Melll " Mellican
Old. 6g OFr = Old French
Pach ; pachuco Spanlsn
Parlyaree can I • largely comIlosed 01 Italian words salvaged
Irom Lingua Franca .
Russ z RUSSian
Skt; Sanscnt
Sp' Spanish
Y,d • Y,ddisl"I

Pronounciation
......
(lor IllOSe SOunds that might gi.... the 'fla()e( 'roue le)
a ", about

a • mill

i . ups
i ' lather
au" no w

i ;; mach ....e

g • alwavs hard as.n
good lover
hw: why
I z lip
T s fly
kh" German Buch:
Spanish lO'a

0'" knot
1I '" 0..". hole
0'" freflchl."
~'" bool
oi : lOIn
u z bull
U'" unique
zh " French je. rouge

o•

naut " nalJllcal
obs • Obsolete

Oti9 = Ofiginally
pqj • pejorative
pi" plural
1 " pefhaps
•• piuS
pros = pfOstitule
51 • Sla<lg

SM ; saito-masochistiC

U$U • usually
variant
vut • vulgar

ViU "

LocaUoo.

11.'9 '"

Ar~enlina

AIIl • Arizona
Cape Town " Capelown. Soulll
A lfi ca
Chi • Chicago
III , Ill inOIS
LA • Los Angel es. CahlofOla
LV" Las Vegas . Nevada
NYC z New Yo rk Clly
PA " Puen o Rico
SF • San FranCISCo. California
W,S " Wiscon Sin

Soule..
Am' American
AS • AnQlo Saxon
AU$ " Australian dialeCt
Brit· British
carnival/carny 51 " pig -latin
whereby syllables are camou lIaged by "ola)la," fig MU$O '"
heZOUS8.
Chin ~ Chinese
Du z DulCh
E ~ Enghsh
Fr'" French

Pal'. 01 Ipeech

= adf8ctIV8
adll ~ adverb
eICc/am" exclamation
imp '" imperallve
inle,' = interjection

adj

" • noun

pton

z pronoun
II " verb

!lac = vocalllle. name-calling

- --- -- -- --_._.
;

The Lancet Article on Dr. Reisman's
Research Debunking Dr. Kinsey's Reports

,

547

VOL 337: 1v1ARCH 2, 1991

THE LANCET

Really, Dr Kinsey7
"Aa:ording (0 the Kinsey Repon
Every average man you know
Likes rus lovey-dov~ to CDurt
When the tc:mpenrure is low.
Bur when the thamomc:te:r goes way up " " ""

A lot more than the lyrics of Cole Porter will need rewriting
unless serious charges against the late Alfred C. Kinsey and three of
his colieagues are rcbuned. The Kinsey repom (one in 194 8 on
males and the companion f; ve ye2ni later) claimed that sorual
activity began much earlier in life J was more varied and more
frequent, and displayed less horror of age diffc::rc:na:s and same-sa
relationships than anyone ~t that time imagined It was as if, to
follow Mr Pona again, uAnything goes". In K2"nsey, Sa and Fraud
Dr Judith A. Reisman and her colleagues demolish the foundations
of the two reportS. 1 At the one-third mark the book switches target
to the Ulibc::ra.1" axies of scrua1 morality and sa education that have
been built, it is alleged, on the Kinsey find.ings. The important
allegations from the scic:ntific viewpoint are imperfections in the
sample and unethical, possibly criminal, observations on children.
Any questionnain: survey in a normally private area is subject to bias
from differences in those who respond and those who refuse, and
there is no ready means of dleddng the information. The book goes
beyond Wt, however, for Kinsey et a1 questioned an
uruepresentative proportion of prison inmates and soc offc::nde:~ in
a survey of ICnonnaJ U socuaJ behaviour. Presumably some at least. of
those offenders were also the: sourcx:s of information on StimLililtiOD
to orgasm in young childrcl that C2Il only have CX)me from
paedophiles--or so it must be hoped. Kinsey, an othawise
hannless sruden[ of the gall wasp, has left his forma co-worke.rs
some ccplaining to do.
~

1.I<insey, sex and fnud: me indoc:::t:rin2Don or. pcuple. By Judim A. Re:simm and
Edwzn:l W. Eid::Je.I. Edited by John H. Coun and J. Gorder! Muir. POB 53788,

Labyme, LDuisiana.: Ht.a:ulngtDn House Publishc:n. 1990. Pp 237. ISBN
0-9103112OX..
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SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN THE HLIMAN MALE*
TIME

1

:

.

AGE

,

0

NO. OF
ORGASMS

7.7

..1. •

lNVOLVED

;

5mon.
11 mono
11 mono

-

3
10
14
7
11
4

2 yr.
21hyr.
4yr.

6

4 yr.
4 yr.

17
26
7

7yr.
8 yr.
Q.yr.
10 yr.
~O

yr...

.~

8

7
~

9

14

?

1 hr.

3·8 min.

.
"

9 min.
6Smin.

2min.
Smin.

10 hL
24 hr.
3 hr.
2 hr.
68 min.
52 min,
24 hr.

Table 34. Examples of multiple orgasm in pre-adolescent males
Some instances of higher frequencies
'KINSEY • POMER.OY' MARTIN, 19.s8
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SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN THE HUMA)'.; MALE

176
~.,

Pre-"do!e~cent boys, ~Ince they are incapable of ejaculation, may

~/

be as

uncert.a.in as some inexperienced females in their recognition of orgasm.

'.

r'-·

In consequence, the record on such early experience is incomplete in most
of the histories, and it is as yet impossible to make any exact calculation of
Pltr-ADOL.ESC[NT EXPf.H.IENCE IN ORGASM

..
~

..

AGE WHEN
OBSERVED

TION

REACHING
CLIMAX

__-_
..

2mon.
3mon.
4mon.
S mono
gmon.
9mon.
IOmon.
11 mono
n mono

RLACHING
CLIMAX

2
I

I

4

3

I

12

1

1
I

1

0

1
1

3
2
2

10

·-~-:-:~-:-;~:--·==:=:===~-I-l-.
yr.
yr.

9
12

I
I

Up to 5 yr. ___
6 __
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

to
to
to
to
to

CUldU-

UT.ED

LAno
CASES TO

POPULATION

._--

I

:

\I
7,
7!

::.
59
71

3~

2:

i-)

27
)4

I'

3_ _ _ _ J_____ ~.~ __ ._ _.1~ _ _ :,

12

'5

7

I:N

44

17

tl

9

106

53

i'Ii,
Ii

12

14

l32

67

10

19

I6I

86

6

22

189

108

9
7
7

39

22:1
269
304

133
172
200

46
35

Up to 14 yr.
Up to 15 yr.

II
2

:2

317

111

-- .

_.

7
5 .1

1__

7 yr.
8 yr.
9 yr.
10 yr.

34

R.U~

CUh£.\X

I

6 yr.

26
29
28

OF

EACH AGE

;

,

2l:!
I' .

r

CUMAX

9

2
~

Up to 11 yr. '
Up to 12 yr
Up to 13 yr.

.Total

IP~Rc::DIT

I

0
0
0

19

Up to 3
Up to 4

I

CUMU-

- - - - - - - -1, - - - -

I

2
2
1

I

. ..

I
2

I

I.

C A SES

CAS£S N

TOTAL
POPULA-

5

6

_ 0_
206

I

I
,
;

.

315
317
317

63.4

l_i_ __
)

80 0

-- - - 206
j

206

·1

206

65.0

Table 31. Ages of pre-adolescent orgasm

..

"

Based on actual obscr.'ation of 317 males.

t;- ..

~,~

'.

_·-t

the incidence or frequency in the population as a whole. Neyertheless,
some of the younger boys who have contributed to the present study 'have
described what is unmistakably sexual orgasm in their preaadolescent his.
tories, and a larger number of adults remember such experience (Table lQ).

"
o

Better datu on pre-adolescent climax come from the histories of adult

.

'"

~~
!;~..

••• .J

..:.-

.,

:.'r~:.~j$

,

196 EXPERIMENTAL CHILDREN
.
Kinsey's "Six Types" See pp. 160-161
Convulsions/Cries
17%
Rig id/Th robs/Sobs
22%

Fighting 'Partner"

8%
,

Sadism/Hysteria
5%

Fainting/Collapse

3%

Twitching/Spasms
45%

.

"DEFINITE PLEASURE FROM THE SITUATION"'
·Quoted 1948. Under 12-yrs tested for
·climax· by "technically trained" men
Involving ·oral and manual" techniques

.

Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D.
Curriculum Vitae

JUDITH A REISMAN, Ph.D.
Dr. Judith Reisman, author of KJnsey. Ser and Fraud {1990} and Soft Pom Plays Hardball
{19B1} has been a consultant to the U.S. Departments of Justice, Education Bnd Health and Human
Services. She is listed in numerous Who's Who biographies such as; Who's Who in Science &.
Engin&ering, Intemational Who's ~o In Education, intemational Who's Who in Sexology. Who's Who of
American Women, The Wortd's WIIo's Who of Women, etc. In 1981, Dr. Reisman presented a paper on
Kinsey's fraudulent child sexuality data at the Fifth World Congress of Sexology In Jerusalem where she
called for an InvlKtigation of the "child uxuality" investigiltions conducted by Indiana University', Kinsey
team. Such a fact-finding investigation was never undertaken by the academic community. Kinsey. Sex
.nd Fnrudthus became necessary. Reisman's scholarly discoveries have had intemational import, e.g.,
The Gemr." Medical Tribune and the British medical journal, The L.ncet demanded Kinsey be
investigated.
-In Kinsey, Ser and Fraud Dr.·Judlth A. Reisman and her col/segues demolIsh 'the
foundations of the two report& ••• Kinsey, , . has leN his former CO-lNorifers some
up/a/nlng to do. - The Lancet, (Vol. 337: March 2,1991; 547).

James Shannon, former Massachusetts Attorney General said, "I contacted Dr. Reisman in
connection with an important child pomography case, Massachusetts v. Oakes ... in the United States
Supreme Court in January, 1989 .... To make the point, I quoted Dr. Reisman's study, "Images of Children,
Crime and Violence In Playboy, Penthouse and Hustler Magazine!> .....
In 1993, Jim E. Crouch, Texas Assistant Criminal District AHomey wrote, "As 8 prosecuting
attorney, I have tried approximately 35 obscenity juf)' trials in which the defense has called a SOCiologist as
an expert on community standards. Your book, Kinsey, Sex and fraud, has proven invaluable on cr05Sexamination .... To be able to point out the jury the fraud that Alfred Kinsey and his institute have
perpetrated is a very effective tool."
Reisman's report helped win an important child molestation conviction of Hustler child
pornography cartoonist Dwaine Tinsley in 1990 and her Department 01 Juvenile Justice study was cited by
Southland Corporation 8S 8 key factor in their decision to remove Playboy and Penthouse from their 7Eleven stores. Exposing Playboy's buying of legislative Influence in Washington, D.C. to discredit
Reisman and the Attomey General's Commission on Pornography, reporter Susan Trento (The Power
House, 1992) noted RMany In law enforcement say she is often the only person Willing to come forward
and testify on the subject (pomographyT (1.68).
John Rabun, Deputy Director, National Center for Missing & Exploited Children said Reisman's
"study must be read by all those concerned with the ways pornography and violence in the media affect the
Incidence of child sexual exploitation and abuse." Pat Buchanan noted, "On the cultural Richter scale, the
impact of Klns&y. Sex and Fraud could be close to a 10' and Tem Landry. former Dallas Cowboys
Coach, said: 'I am supporting Reisman ... who is working hard to equip national leadership with the
necessary information to address this critical issue."
Worried that Reisman's data exposing Playboy's drug and child pomography histories might lose
large numbers of its consumers, Playboy wameB; "Reisman ... js lying wi1h statistics .... Plarbor never has,
never will" sexualize children (12185). Reisman, a "social charlatan" (1IB9) "trying to start a panic.... puts
men's magazines on the endangered spedes litt: (10IB8) 'propagating 8 now witch-hunt
mentallty ... possibly crazy" (2189). Inflaming its consumers against Reisman since 1985, by 19B1, Playboy
became more sinister. The LATimes said, Reisman "delivers a potentially damaging blow.... when she
compared two [Mappleihorpe) photographs ... to child pomography Bnd said none are frt to hang in an art
museum" (10/5190). Re: her testimony, Playboy reported; _I would hS'ie taken a .357 Magnum, walked up
to her and said, 'Judith, you're history'"' (2191).
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JUDITH A. REISMAN, Ph.D.

IAUTHOR: PUBLICATIONS
•
•
•
•

Images of Children, Crime and Violence in Playboy, Penthouse and Hustler (1990). Prepared
under U.S. Department of Justice Grant No. 84-JN-AX-K007.
Kinsey, Sex and Fraud with Edward Eichel (Ed) Gordon Muir & John Court, (1990)
Lafayet1e; Huntington House
Soft Pam Plays Hardball (1991). Lafayette: Huntington House
Child Sexuality or Child Sexual Abuse: A Critical Analysis of the Kinsey Reports with
Deborah Fink (unpublished)

ISELECTED INCLUSION IN SCIENTIFIC AND SCHOLARLY BOOKS
Zillmann, D. (1994) Media, ChIJdren and The Family. NJ: Erlbaum
Hattemer, B. (1993) ~Touch That Dial. Lafayet1e, LA: HuntingtonHouse
Trento, S. (1992) The Power House. NYC: Sf. Martin's Press
Kinkaid, C. (1992) The Playboy Foundation. Washington DC; Capital Research Center
Bolton, R. (1992) Culture Wars. NYC; The New Press
Osanka, F. (1989) Source book of Pornography. MA: Lexington
Zimbardo, P. (1988) Psychology and Ute. MA: Scott, Foresman
Mawyer, M. (1987) Silent Shame. Westchester. IL: Crossways
Burgess, A (1986) Sexual Exploitation of Patients. NYC: Praeger
Burgess, A. (1985) Rape and Suusl Violence. NYC: Garland
McCuen, E. (1985) Pornography and Sexual Violence. WI: Gem
Lederer, Laura (1981) Take Back the Night NYC: Bantam
Skirball Museum (1974) A Walk Through the Past. CA: Hebrew Union College

ISELECTED PUBLIC POLICY CITATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Senate Select Committee on Community Standards, 1992
State of Georgia Senate Education Subcommittee: Sex Education Curriculum, 1992
New Zealand Indecency Tribunal. 1991
U.S. Supreme Court: Osbome v. OH. 1990
U.S. Supreme Court: Oakes v. MA, 1989
Superior Court, Ventura County: Tinsley v. CA. 1989
New Zealand: Pornography Commission. 1989

IGUEST LECTURER
Princeton University
Georgetown University
American University
University of Jerusalem
University of Haifa
Tel Aviv Unlvel!ilty
Rutherford Institute
Texas Woman's Univel!ilty
Clarkson College
Notre Dame Univel!ilty
University of Kentucky

American Society of Criminology
North Carolina Psychiatric Association
National Urban Coalition
Int'l Assoc. of Police Women
Criminal Dlvlsion/Executive Office U.S.
Attorneys
NOVA, NCASA, CCAVE, NCTV, NET...
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Vice and Police Associations
Church and Civic Organizations
Child Protection Organizations

IACADEMIC POSITIONS
Adjunct faculty, George Mason University, 1990
Research Professor, The American University, 1983-85
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I

Asst.lAssoc. Prof., University of Haifa, Israel, 1981-83

IEXPERT WITNESS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

COURT AND CIVIC HEARINGS
The Ontario Human Rights Commission (Pornography Neurochemical Effects) 1993
Younger, et. 81. v. The Stroh Brewery Co. (Federal court) Sex harassment, 1992
Australian Pariiament, Senate Select Committee (X & R rated effects) April 1992
State of Georgia Senate Ed Committee (Kinsey-sex Ed curriculum) Feb. 1992
Hamilton County Prosecutor's Office; OH (Mapplethorpe) Aug. & Oct. 1990
Michigan State Senate Juvenile Justice, Corrections: MI (effects) Oct. 1980
City Council; Newport News, VA (PubliC order) June 1986
U.S. Attorney General Commission on Pomography: NYC (effects) Jan. 1986
U.S. Attomey General Commission on Pornography: Miami (effects) Nov. 1985
U.S. Attomey General Task Force, Domestic Violence: DC (effects) Aug. 1985

IEDUCATION

I

I

Ph.D. 1980 in Communications, (tase Western Reserve University
M.A. 1976 In Communication, Ca~e Western Reserve University
I

ISELECTED GRANTSIPOSITIONS
Australian Paniament Standing Qommittee on Social Issues 1993
Bureau of Justice Assistance, US Dept. of Justice: Grant Reviewer 1991
HHS: Administration for Childre1. Youth, and Families: Grant Reviewer 1991
Eastem Djvision Vice Investigators Association Inservice Trainer 1987-89
HHS: Dept Substance Abuse Prevention: Research 1998
Skaggs Foundation: Visual Lite~.cy Training Grant 1987-88
Dept. of Education: "Drug Free chools" Grant Reviewer 1987
Dept. of Education: Drug Free ideos Grant Reviewer 1985
Georgetown Pediatrics Dept.: T, ining Seminar(s) 1984
FBI Academy: EroticalPomography Effects, Inservice Training SeminarNideo 1983
OJJDP: Missing Children - Seri~1 Murder Task Force 1983-.85
DoJ Office of Juvenile Justice: Media Research 1983-.84
Scholastics Magazine, NYC: A~ & Education 1981
Israel Science Ministry; Israeli Media Analysis 1976
Cleveland Museum of Art ArtlHead Start, Education Videos 1974
Los Angeles Skirhall Museum: History/Archeology Educational Videos 1966-81
CBS, NBC, ABC, PBS: 1V Special Events Educational Videos 1966-68
Milwaukee Public Museum: Educational Videos (HistoriclAnthropologic)
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IPASTIPRESENT SELECTED MEMBERSHIPS
National Association for Research & Therapy of Homosexuality, (Fellow)
National Association of Scholars
The American Statistical Association
National Council on Family Relations
The New York Academy of Sciences
American Association for the Advancement of Science
The Wortd Assoc. of Infant Psychiatry & Allied Disciplines
The National Black Child Development Institute
The Intemational Communication Association
Research Council on Ethnopsychology
American Public Health Association
The Society for the Scientific Study of Sex
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
Women in Neuroscience

IPASTIPRESENT ADVISORY BOARD" MEMBER
Founder, Institute for Study of Media and Family. Israel
Bereaved Parents Assoc. (Juvenile autoerotic deaths), AZ
Paul & Usa, Inc. (Child prostitute rescue organization), CT
Ell (Assoc. for Protection of Children), Israel
Accuracy in Academia, Washington. D.C.

IMEDIA APPEARANCES
Donahue
The Today Show
Larry King Uve
People are Talk.ing
CroSSfire
700 Club
NBC, ABC, CBS
PBS, CBN. CNN TV
Jenny Jones
Sally Jessy Raphael
Jerry Springer
Crier & Crier
Entertainment Tonight
Faith Daniels (N BC)

The Lancet (British Medical Joumal)
International German Medical Tribune
Science magazine
The Scientist
Archives of Sexual Behavior
The (British Physicians) Quarterly
TIME Magazine
NewSweek magazine
The Harvard Peninsula
The New York Times
The Washington Post
The Washington Times
The Los Angeles Times
New Dimensions

ISELECTED MEDIA CO-AWARDS
Learning Magazine, Best Filmstrip of Year, w. Scholastics 1981-82
US Industrial Film Festival Gold Camera w/Scholastlcs 1982
Dukane Award Outstanding Creative Sound Films wI Scholastics 1982
US Industrial Film Festival Sillier Camera wI Scholastics 1982
ACT Award Children MUSiC w/CBSTV Captain Kangaroo 1978-79
1st Place Local PSAJTV series wI Jewish Family Service Assoc. 1974
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ISELECTED PAST/PRESENT BIOGRAPHICAL HONORS
Who's Who in Science and Engineering
Intemational Who's Who in Education
The Worid Who's Who of Women
Who's Who in Sexology
Who's Who of American Women
Two Thousand Notable Americans
Intemational Sook of Honor
Scientist of the Year. Save Our children National Alliance

ISELECTED JOURNAL ARTICLES
Ethology and Sociobiology (USA)
New Universities Quarter1y: Culture, Education, and Society (UK)
Joumal of Educational Thought and Practice in Collective Settlements (Israel)
New York University Review of Law and Social Change (USA)
Women Speaking (UK)

AWARD: THE 1992 SCIENTIST OF THE YEAR A WARD
SAVE OUR CHILDREN NA T/ONAL ALLIANCE
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VI. The American Security Council Survey of Active Duty Flag Officers
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New Survey of Military Officers Shows
Near-Universal Opposition to Lifting the Ban
on Homosexuals in the Military
I, (i\.'.h'j.tt (" .. htl !'uw.:!1 1., .... "lid Ik •• :.lIu.... m~ hnm"'-'.·u,al~ 111 ttll'
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military.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This sur"ey was sponsored Bnd funded by the DeteDse Readiness Council. The
Chairman of the Advisory Board is AdJniral ThomB5 Moorer, USN. (Retired),
ronner Chairman of the Joint Chlefs of Staff.
The Defense Readiness Councl.l beJieYe5 that it is important that the erperieoce of
the military is an important oonsideration durinl the debate concemJng the stat~

of the military policy on homosexuals..
This survey is the only date base wbich bas polled the retired nag officerS of all of
the senices on this issue. Allhouah the Office of the Secretary of J)efense has been
requested, on at least two separate occasions, to conduct a serviee wide poD, it has
tbus far chosen not to do so. The requests were initiated by Senator Coats as well as
by Admiral Moorer, 10 his capadty 8S the Advisory Chairman of the .Defeue

Readiness Council.
METHODOLOGY
This poll surveyed the retired fllE cOouUunity of all fOUf services, Army, Navy,
Marine and Air Force. Approximately 5800 questionnaires were maUed. or those,
almost 250 were returned for incorrect address.

l'bis poll was divided into tWD portions, • response urd whkh aJlowed the
respondents to choose (rom a selectJon of answers as well as discussion points, if the

respondent chose to respond more expansively.
Our 2800 cards were receJved aDd almost HOO letters. Some of the respondents
cbose to send both the response card as well as a narrative on the various discussion

poInt.
There were five basic questlons included un the post card. These are listed in the
section tltled Post Card Questionnaire. In order to identity the segments wJthin the
sempJe, three definin& que.\1ioDS were asked: ~nnch of Servlcej Year Retired, as
well as Total Number of Years in the service. These three questions have been used
tor identincatlon end analysis any trends wlthlD the respective services as weD as
identificatlun oC trends within cenentions or year uoups or retirement.

or

~

The desl&;n or the post can! covem a ranee of responses., aUow1nc the respondents
nexlbility. Nonetheless, on all of the questions. with only sli&ht variations amonc the
serrices, there is always one significant response.

By totaling the number of yean: on active duty, as stated on each of the post cards,
there II: a total of over 93,000 yean: oC militaty uperimc. repl"e&'ertted by tllk
portion Of the survey ..lone.

!La-cI

The Discussion Poiots of the addItIonal questionnaire were developed to encourage
more definitive statements of experience and concern Crom the retired community
which should be taken under advisement before any signlficant polley change is
implemented. Many or the responses received were wen oreanized and thoU£ht
provoking. Respondents included former POW's from Korea as well as Viet Nam,
and Veterans from World War II, Korea, and Viet Nam.
Although this survey targeted a specific community of retired military nae ofl'lCel"St
it remains statistically valid since the responses represent a random sample of that
group. Additionally, by conservatively assessing the total number of responses, post
cards and letters, the response rate ls greater than 60%.
The analysts Is provided in two major sections, the post eard questiounalre and the
discussion points. These are further subdivided by each question. Charts from the
post card data base are lneluded as weU as quotable quotes trom the narntlves.

CONCLUSION

Cohesion ranks as the single most important issue regarding Ute integration of
homosexuals in the military. IrOnically, it u difficult to define to those whose
experiences have not included the military. It is the ~ore or the unit that allows it to
function and to accomplish aU that is requlred and more. Although alternative
choices such as Moral and Relldous, Costs or Medical were provided, they did not
compare to the almost 90'% total response given in mpport of cohesion.
A significant majority also belJeve that the mUitary policy of d.isuimlnation of
homosexuals should remain uncbaneed and be retaIned.
Most importantly are the experiences and concerns whtcb are expressed ill the
letters whlcb were received. Even throughout these respoma. whether briefly or
more e1l':pansively articulated, there remains an overwbelmi~ concern for cohesion,
unit e.ffecti'feness and leadership. All of these are crItical elements (or an effective
ndlting force.

In tOO8Y'$ budget analysis and strat~lc dlscDSSions, there is an emergiug concern of
whether or not the US is bednnina to RhoUow" Its mlJltary. The Defense Readiuess
Cound) respectively submits, that thii proposed poHey chan&e should also be
considered as a potential contributor to a hollow force wbJch the US can ill afford..

